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SU budget $37,752 out
ell"
— News by Joe FitzRatrick 

Co-News Editor
difference will be paid for by The Employment Opportunities/Volunteer due to outstanding bills not taken into 
Brunswickan, CHSR, and the Cellar. Bureau.
The Cellar has budgetted for $2,700. Four of the five Executives were hired

A combination of over-expenditures The Brunswickan budget, which is over the summer: President Kelly agreement with CASA which deals with
leaves the Student Union $37,752 approved by the Student Union Lamrock, VP (University Affairs) expenditures in excess of membership
short, representing 5.5% of its Finance Committee, has only $2,500 Chantale Walker, VP (Student Services) fees. However, a letter to Bassett from
operating budget. SU budget woes allocated. Numbers for CHSR could Irish Davidson, and VP (External) Pat Alex Usher, National Director of CASA,
continued as the full effect of the not be obtained at time of press, but FitzPatrick. Nahie Bassett found states the membership fees are $10,500,

not $7,000 as reported to Council by 
Shona Bertrand, Chair of the Student President Lamrock on October 17. This

account during the last budget.
The CASA item is the subject of anAn evaluation of the 

Health Plan
-p.3

> No drugs in the help centre 
-p.3

latest Operating Report was realized, an estimate of $2,500 was used, employment elsewhere.
These over-expenditures breakdown Combined this totals only $7,700 of 
into: $11,475 in Insurance; $5,175 in the $11,475 needed. In order to fix Union Beverage Services Board, is $3,500 more than anticipated by the
summer wages; $2,733 from the the Student Union’s bottom line, the indicated that the Cellar item deficit was 1995-96 Budget.
Cellar; $3,500 from CASA; $1,099 Student Union may force these three 
from Auditing; and $270 from Student incorporated bodies into deficit 
Relations. In addition, numbers positions. Any deficit incurred by these 
obtained from the Registrar indicate corporations, however, would likely be 
enrollment is lower than anticipated absorbed by the Student Union at the 
by the Budget, removing $13,500 end of the year. This would only be 
from Student Union revenues.

Sexual Aggression: Peer 
counselling for men

_J

-p.4

2 Election resultsCASA newsn -p.4
■

ig Ed/Spect:e
discovered following the audit.

The Summer Wages over-expenditure 
expenditure, is also the most was explained at Student Council on 
perplexing. The insurance fee in 1993 September 26 by President Kelly 
was $3,000. In 1994, after const'' .utions Lamrock. He explained that last year’s 
with Frank Morrison and Son, the finance committee had put forward an 
Student Union realized it was “absurd” notion: that the Executive

/l's Editorial and Mugwump
- p.6

■
The insurance, by far the largest over-

m

Spectrum 1-

-pp.8-9
me

Entertainment dangerously underinsured. For were to finish working before the staff, 
example, there was a mere $800,000 of In effect, the summer staff would have 
fire insurance on the entire Student had to continue two weeks without 
Union Building, which has an assessed supervision. The solution to this was for 
value of several times that amount. Also, the Executive to extend their pay period 
the new policy protects the officers and until September 6, at an additional cost 
directors of the Student Union, The of $2,700. Over the summer, the 
Brunswickan, CHSR and the Cellar Student Union hired: Anoushka

:

The Monoxides, Pluto, 
Hayden, Pansey Division, 
and Cub at the market

- pp.10-12 k '
:
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Crazy Interview with SNFU
-p.11
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Eager students voting. Photo by Roxanne Robinsonfrom being sued personally. While the Courage, Ad Manager; Shane Donovan,
Operating Report cites the amount as Student Issues Researcher; Joseph by Sarah Estabrooks and
$16,475, the insurance package is FitzPatrick, editor, Consumer’s Guide to Joseph FitzPatrick
$19,095, $2,620 having been paid for UNB-, Tareq Islam, Coordinator, Student Brunswickan News 
by the Cellar. Interestingly, according Resource Centre; Ian Johnstone,
to the Operating Report, the Cellar is Student Advocate; Darryl Kent, Student The Student Union Council has full

Publications Editor. The Student Union

indicated she wishes to make an appeal. 
Council referred the appeal to the 
Constitution and Policy committee on 
October 17.

Yukking it up at the Dock
- p.12

Sports On Friday October 13, it was 
complement of members as a result of reported to the CRO that Sarah 
last week's by-election. Four faculty Mullaly had campagi. ed around

overbudget by $2,733-
Nahie Bassett, VP Finance and received grants for: Santo Dipietro,

Administration, contends that the Diversity Centre and Nick Rodrigue, representatives in three faculties were several polling stations. Woodside 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- elected to Council, and two student indicated that she had been barred

Barbarians visit Fredericton
-p.18

representatives were elected to sit on from the polls during the voting days, 
the university's Board of Governors. During the regular voting days, the 

The student turnout for the election problem reoccured, and a candidate 
was comparatively high at 11%, more complained. Woodside stated "I had 
than twice what it was in 1994, to decide between disqualifying her 
reported Chief Returning Officer Troy or fining her heavily. 1 chose to levy 
Woodside. He attributed the increase her a fine of $100."

Trevor Boland breaks UNB 
scoring record. We want your blood-p.17

' 1

Classifieds A
k 1

:fHH -,-p.22 m a to residence challenges and the The two positions for student 
increased efforts of the Elections team, representatives on the Board of 

Voting for the Computer Science and Governors were also filled during the 
Education faculties was done by way by-election. VP Grad Class '96 and 
of a Yes/No ballot. Hilton Lem (Yes: 29, student member of the Senate, Jeff

I No: 5) and Charles McCarthy (Yes: 47, Clark (430 votes) and SU President Kelly
No: 3) were approved. The Arts faculty Lamrock (493 votes) were elected. Said
chose Sarah Mullaly (84 votes) and Lamrock, "I am excited to be tackling 
Jonathon Bishop (78 votes) from a issues like student presence on the 
group of five nominees. The results Presidential Search Committee, the 
were not contested.

'
Distractions 8811

'
LFK and such

r , à |i-p.14

I1It's a little known fact: implementation of a Declaration of 
The by-election, which is held Student Rights and the prospect of 

annually to fill positions left vacant in tuition hikes." 
the spring election or made vacant over 
the summer, was grounds for

: ■that 7% of all politicians 
actually can't tell their ass 
from their elbow

Left to right: Chantale Walker (U.N.B. Student Union), Mark 
Atkinson (Campus Co-ordinator), Scott Ferris (Red Cross Co
ordinator), Lynn Hruczkowski (Residence Life Manager)

Corrections
The Brunswickan reported that a 
friend of Sarah Mullaly had made an 
account to the CRO about a student 
taking down posters. In fact, it was 
an independent source. The 
description was arrived at during the* 
course of a subsequent investigation 
by election offkals.

It was Korrina Houle, and not 
Laura Getty who, with Sarah Mullaly 
and Fauna Woolnough was fined by 
the CRO for poster violations. Our 
apologies to Laura Getty.__________

controversy, especially amongst the 
candidates for Arts representative, 

addition, to help reach the required There were complaints from Sarah 
quota, the Bloody Cup will be Mullaly of vandalism. She claimed that
awarded to the faculty with the most several of her posters were tom down,

while none of the other candidates 
To maintain the supply of blood experienced a similar occurence. 

October 24, 25, 26 in the SUB and blood products for New 
Ballroom from 1:30 - 4:30 and 6:00 -

Kato Kaelin looks much 
better with his head 
slammed in a car door 
repeatedly

by Mark Atkinson 
Brunswickan News

Once again the Red Cross is holding donors.
it’s Fall Blood Donor Clinic on

a circus freak show tent in 
Moose Jaw, Sask. is filled 
with embalmed dead 
Republicans, including a 
barely alive Ronald Reagan

As well, three of the candidates were 
Brunswick's 26 hospitals, 700 accused of violating the media blackout

8:00 daily. Aitken House, last year's donations are needed per week. rule and charged a $37.50 fine. Karina
winner, is issuing the Residence Please give the gift of life and Houle, Fauna Woolnaugh, and Sarah
Challenge, to see which residence will remember, the life you may be saving Mullaly were given 72 hours to appeal
support the Red Cross the most. In could be your own. the accusation. Fauna Woolnaugh has
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V^merZH^^s 16MB EDO RAM, 635MB hard drive 

card speeds up Windows display, 3D Matrox Millennium 2MB WRAM video 
animations, vtdeo playback, and 17» NANAO FlexScan T2-17TS .25 high 

H.rdw.r.E$ma makes CAD applications fun again * resokjtion monitor( 1280x1024 @ 80Hz) 
BYTE Aim.-85 4X co ROM drive. 1.44MB floppy drive

Sound Blaster 16 sound card 
Altec ACS-5 amplified speakers 
Tower Case, 10 drive bays 
NEW Microsoft Windows 95 
Microsoft Natural Keyboard, MS Mouse 
Three Year Parts/Labor Warranty

$4995 Lease $157/mo

Best Price For Performance/Quality

Intel Pentium 75Mhz processor 
8MB RAM, 540MB EIDE hard drive 
ATI 1MB Mach32 PCI video card 
14" MAG 28 high resolution monitor 
14 4KBaud Voice/Fax/Modem 
4X CD ROM drive. 1 44MB floppy drive 
Sound Blaster 16 sound card, speakers 
Microsoft Home CD Pak - Encarta, 

Works. Money, and more 
Tower Case, 10 Drive Bays 
NEW Microsoft Windows 95 
Microsoft Mouse, 101 key keyboard 
Three Year Parts/Labor Warranty

$2695 Lease $85/mo
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Imagine P133 ProKg;Imagine P100 Family
Intel Pentium 133Mhz Processor 
256KB Pipelined Burst Cache 
16MB EDO RAM, 1 6GB hard drive 
Matrox Millennium 2MB WRAM video 
17" NANAO FlexScan T2-17TS 25 high 
resolution monitor! 1280x1024 @ 80Hz) 

4X CD ROM drive, 1.44MB floppy drive 
Sound Blaster 16 sound card 
Altec ACS-5 amplified speakers 
Tower Case, 10 drive bays 
NEW Microsoft Windows 95 
Microsoft Natural Keyboard, MS Mouse 
Three Year Parts/Labor Warranty

$5995 Lease $188/mo

ntel Pentium 100Mhz processor 
8MB RAM, 850MB EIDE hard drive 
ATI 2MB Mach64 PCI video card 
15" MAG 28 high resolution monitor 
14 4KBaud Voice/Fax/Modem 
4X CD ROM drive, 1 44MB floppy drive 
Sound Blaster 16 sound card, speakers 
Microsoft Home CD Pak - Encarta.

Works, Money, and more 
Tower Case. 10 Drive Bays 
NEW Microsoft Windows 95 
Microsoft Mouse, 101 key keyboard 
Three Year Parts/Labor Warranty

$3295 Lease $103/mo
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demand the best possible image 

quality the Nanao FlexScan T2-17TS 
aperature-griU monitors are 
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Visit Our Showroom at 285 Restigouche Rd, Oromocto 
or Our Display at the Fredericton MallMonday Night Football

Tuesday 's: Free Pool
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Where your Student Card is Your Membership
For Members And Guests Only

IMAGINE Phone 506 448 3335 Fax 506 446 6961 £ 
Mon-Fri 9:00 AU-6:00 PU

A Computer Voyage Beyond
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News Editors: Cynthia Kirkby and Joe FitzPatrick Deadline: Wednesday Noon

HP evaluation Help Centre: No Drugsn Buy

,r
>5 high 
$80Hz)

by René Allard 
Brunswickan News

by Peter J. Cullen 
Brunswickan News

compares directly to sending
prescriptions to a post office; the formal appeal to legally re-establish
recipient enters the post office, pays their cooperative efforts with the

The coalition formed by the SUB’s Help COD, and takes the medication home Help Centre. Meanwhile, Beaudin
Centre and Collins Pharmacy Ltd. - the exact same procedure occurs at and her husband Jean-Marie, the
apparently teeters on the edge of a the Help Centre. So why is the pharmacy’s business manager, are
permanent collapse on account of a pharmacy being slighted? “It’s exactly delivering the prescriptions directly
technicality. Due to regulations the same thing except [our drugs] get to the students’ residences. However,
restricting the delivery of medical there a lot faster. And there’s a whole the Beaudins have not found this
prescriptions, Collins Pharmacy Ltd. lot more security because we keep entirely convenient for the students,
has been instructed that it is no longer ours under lock and key ... and it’s “They have to sit there and wait for us
permitted to leave drugs at the Help all monitored. It’s more secure,” said to come when they’d rather be going
Centre for the convenience of UNB and Jeannie Collins Beaudin, the to the dining hall for supper or maybe
STU students.

Collins Pharmacy Ltd. will make itsuniversities don’t even have any opt- 
out options.”

When asked what measures were 
The Student Union is being sued over taken to inform students about the 
the refusal of a request for a refund Health Plan and its opt-out 
of the Health Plan fee after the opt- procedure, Davidson mentioned that 
out deadline. While this action may advertising was increased this year as 
seem somewhat extreme, it is a response to last year’s numerous 
nevertheless indicative of the complaints. A mail notice was sent 
confusion, anger and frustration to each student in July, notices were 
many students have felt because of posted around campus, and 
this year’s Health Plan opt-out information was available in the 
procedure.

Mouse

25 high 
$80Hz) 
y drive

Beaverbook and on Hip-Dial.
Barb Kirk, General Administrator “Students had more than enough time 

of the Union is responsible for the and information to either maintain 
administration of the Health their coverage or opt-out of the health 
Plan.Trish Davidson, VP Student Plan," she said.
Services, is responsible for dealing 
with students. Davidson would like to only for

proprietor of Collins Pharmacy Ltd. to the library to study," Beaudin 
The bylaws established by the “Since they had said no to someone explained,

province do not specifically state that else in the past, the registrar... said 
prescriptions are not allowed to be she couldn’t change a previous accompany the changing of the
dropped off in an area for students decision that a previous council had seasons, Beaudin hopes that Sunday’s
to pick up. In fact, the dilemma of made. So she said I had to go before council meeting will lead to the
leaving the drugs at the Help Centre a full council,” Beaudin stated.

Mouse

With the ailments that inevitably

Currently, opt-outs will be allowed 
“extraordinary

see a more streamlined opt-out circumstances.” As for people who 
procedure. According to her, “the best just didn’t get around to opting out, 
case scenario would be to have the Davidson said “if it’s not a priority in 
opt-out procedure run out of the their lives, I’m not going to make it a 
business office. The money used to priority in mine.” She had no more 
run the present opt-out system would sympathy for students on work-terms 
be used by the business office. This or in co-op programs: “The faculty of 
would allow students to opt-out when Computer Science sent a letter to 
paying tuition and eliminate the need their co-op students, and student- 
for refunds."

reinstatement of the program.
to

Beijing UN delegates give speech
!jÿ) m g

:.lum
teachers on practicum also had a 

However, the business office “had letter sent to them." à
not been as co-operative as was
hoped,” as the option of immediate problem is students not paying 
refund upon payment of student fees attention. They should stop making 
was only available on September 8,9, excuses about not reading or 
and 11. Unfortunately, most students remembering the mail notice, or not 
either had not paid their student fees reading The Brunswickan. . . it’s 
by September 11, or did not have about time students become aware of 
sufficient time to get hold of the their financial affairs."

Though no definite results are in

Davidson feels that “the real |P
t i

,-siei Corporation

1
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necessary proof of alternate coverage.
As well, the Student Union ran out of from the Blue Cross, Davidson told
opt-out forms on September 29, the Council that the number of students
last day for opting-out. Says opting-out is down, while enrollments
Davidson: “We ran out of forms for for dependents is up. Either more
about an hour, until Blue Cross students are choosing to take advantage
brought us some more. To make up of the Health Plan a benefits, or, despite I
for this, the opt-out deadline was the efforts of the StuH h.t Union, they
extended one more day." Students simply did not know they had a choice.

The Student Health Plan is 1

§
3
1

f‘ tHwere not notified.
Because of a change in the administered by the Student Union, and The three UN delegates to Beijing chosen to speak at the panel. 

insurance company, the Student is intended to supplement the New 
Health Plan fee has decreased slightly Brunswick Medicare system. The by Mark Bray 
from last year (from $100 to $95). As Health Plan offers a pay-direct card, Brunswickan News 
well, the procedure for the refund of which provides 80% on-the-spot

Photo by Mark Bray

Beijing Experience, "took place at the Woudenberg, Joan McFarland and 
Holy Cross conference room on the Allison Brewer. This panel 
St. Thomas campus and was attended represented St. Thomas students and 

the Health Plan fee has improved, coverage of prescription drugs, world- A select group of the Fredericton by over fifty people - predominantly New Brunswick youth, EGALE
Refunds are now mailed directly to wide travel benefits, and possible delegates to the United Nations female. It was co-sponsored by STU (Equality for Gays And Lesbians
students, so that students do not have coverage for dependents. Health Cards Conference on Women spoke of their and the Canadian Research Institute Everywhere), and St. Thomas
to pick them themselves up. And, became available on Wednesday, experiences at a panel discussion on for the Advancement of Women in researchers respectively,
according to Davidson, the situation October 18. Blue Cross is mailing Wednesday night. The discussion, celebration of Women’s History 
at UNB is not so bad, as “most smaller refunds to students this week.

If ■
i

The three delegates spoke of their
entitled “Women Making History: the Month. Panelists were Gerdine Van experiences, which varied due to the

fact that they attended completely 
different lectures and discussionsSU budget doesn't add up during their time at the conference. The 
UN Conference, which took place in 
Beijing from September 4 to 15, was 
attended by over 25 000 women, 
representing a broad range of ages and 
ethnicities from around the world. 
There was a great number of sessions 
to choose from - the manual for the 
sessions was one centimetre thick. The 
panel and the audience were excited 
with the outcome of the conference 
despite the many frustrations with the 
excessively tight Conference security, 
site facilities, and the distant location 
of the Non-Governmental Organization 
parallel conference. They accepted 
these minor annoyances and used their 
time at the conference to take action 
and take in the many interesting 
sessions. October 24th marks the 50th 
anniversary of the United Nations.

A motion, to deal with these problems, $3,825, the actual amount of money in breakdown. However, the sum of the
was passed at the July 8 meeting of corrections is $10,374 This “break-even” breakdown is, in fact, $ 16,275, a difference
Council directing the VP Finance and document, in fact, calls for a $3,825 deficit of $1,550. The Beaverbook has a budget

of $3,425 according one entry, and $5,425 
The biggest problem is the lack of according to another. However, the sum

meet to fix the problems with the 1995- item breakdowns, and adjusted for correlation between the line items and of the breakdown is actually $5,525.
96 Budget. On November 4th, the implementation of the action plan, at the their breakdowns, or “notes" as the budget
Executive has scheduled “an extended first regular meeting of Council." Tb date calls them. It is here where the majority total is $50,120 not $49,265. As indicated
session" to reconcile three different no such report has been made. *
versions of the budget and the dozen
identified errors. President Lamrock has of different areas, there is the simple sum or the breakdowns. The larger entries for it are wrong, at $15,252. The
characterized the 1995-96 budget as problem that the 1995-96 Budget, as discrepancies occurred in the Office, Student Resource Centre budget is $6,120
“absurd." The Executive has maintained a presented, simply doesn’t add up. One Conference and Beaverbook budgets, under Student Services, but its breakdown
position that the budget left little room to dozen mistakes have been identified to Office, as stated on page 1 of the Budget, actutally totals $6,020. In addition, the
expand in areas it saw as important, such date in arithmatic. Vhe difference between is $28,485. However, the sum of the CFS National Conference totals $ 1,850,
as the Student Advocacy Centre, the what the budget says, and what anybody’s breakdown is $29,175, a difference of not $1,550; the CASA conference of May
Student Resource Centre, and the handheld calculator would say is $3,825. $690. For Conferences, the Budget states 1995 has $1,680, not $2,900 and of Jan.
Employment Opportunities Bureau.

by Joe FitzPatrick 
Co-News Editor

1
■Rvo months following a deadline set by Administration “to present to Council a for 1995-96.
Council, the SU Executive is planning to revised budget, with great clarity in line

Other errors: Honours da breakdown

of the errors were committed. This raises in the breakdown, Special Interest Groups 
Besides a conflict over the importance the issue of which entry is to believed, the total of $ 15,486 is correct, but two other

While the net effect of these errors is $16,495 on page 1, and $18,045 for the 1996 has $1,650, not $2,900.
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Program seeks to counter sexual aggression
unswkkon_by David Miller 

Brunswickan News
girl says no, she really means yes; or campus. Workshops will be made up need to re-examine their relationships
because all girls want intercourse, they of 10-15 male students and will last with female friends, lovers, or
just have to be persuaded; or because for roughly 90 minutes. Two peer acquaintances. The Peer Education

Sexual aggression is a problem in our if a girl walks, acts, talks, or dresses a educators in each workshop will Project for Men aims to help men take
society, and, for the most part, it is a certain way then she is asking for it. guide students in a progression of a second look at their ideas and values
male problem. There are still men These are excuses for men to have

Canada's Oldest Official Student 
Publication 

Established 1867 IEditor-In-Chief
Mark Morgan

Managing Editor
Neil Duxbury

News Editors
Joe FitzPatrick 
Cynthia Kirkby

Entertainment Editor
Michael Edwards

exercises with the purpose of within romantic relationships,
who think sexual aggression is a fact power over girls. These ideas show encouraging discussion of values and
of life. Having sex with girls is what disrespect for the rights of others. The attitudes dealing with romantic educators must be in their third or last
men do, and being there is what best way to filter out these negative relationships. Students will watch year of study, and must have a GPA of

videos, have time for contemplation, 2.0 and above. They must show
This education is the main goal of and explore the grey areas between understanding of the sexual aggression

men. If a person thinks that another The Peer Education Project for Men, sexual assertiveness and sexual issue, recognize that sexually aggressive
is lesser then they are, then they could a new program designed to prevent aggression. behaviour is unacceptable, and must
think that the greater is justified in sexual aggression among students of A 1992 survey of STU and UNBF sincerely desire to help in its 
controlling the lesser. Once a man UNB and STU. Male students from students discovered one in three female prevention. Being comfortable with
assumes this, then ethical conduct both universities will be working students had reported experiencing one public speaking is also a big help. The
takes a back seat. together in educating students, or more undesired sexual experiences training aims to give peer educators

Like most problems, male sexual Eleven student volunteers have been the year before. Ninety-six per cent of knowledge about sexual aggression,
aggression is mostly due to ignorance, instructed over three days on how to female victims reported that they had and then gives them the opportunity to
Some men believe that sexual be peer educators, and they are now known their aggressors in some explore their personal attitudes and
aggression can be justified; because if a ready to help educate other men on

Students interested in becoming peer

women do. The basic problem is attitudes is through education, 
thinking that women are lesser then

I

Sports Editor
Mark Savoie cDarkrooms Editor
Mike Dean

Distractions Editor
Mary Rogal-Black

Technical Co-ordinator
Ali Luya, Ima Macintosh, Nada Pace y

Business Manager
Janice McConnell

Advertising Manager
Bill Traer

0
manner, only 4% were strangers. Men behaviour toward females.

Fuss over CASA fees CASA plebiscite leak
by Joe FitzPatrick 
Co-News Editor

by Joe FitzPatrick 
Co-News Editor

control over the elections, a closer 
examination of the bylaws shows that 
the link is limited. In fact, the sole 

On the morning of October 13th, Chief relationship is that the VP University 
Returning Officer Troy Woodside Affairs is the Chair of the Constitution 
released the results of the CASA “Real and Policy Committee, which hears 

Choices” plebiscite to The appeals of CRO decisions. 
Brunswickan. Later that afternoon,
Woodside confronted co-News Editor Atlantic Regional Director, commented 
Cynthia Kirkby and removed the results that the leak was “not an issue” because 
from the News Editors’ mailbox. CASA's it was contained. Alex Usher, National 
side won significantly.

The ballots from the plebiscite were similar feelings, 
to be sealed and kept until October 25.
At that time, the ballots would be 
counted as part of a national press 
conference and the results released in

Advertising Staff
Michael Edwards 

Pierre Hurad 1There is some disagreement over the amount of membership fees that the UNB 
Student Union will be paying to the Canadian Alliance of Student Associations. 
The 1995-96 Budget has $7,000 allocated for this purpose. On October 10, Pat 
FitzPatrick, VP External and CASA Atlantic Regional Director, told Council this 
amount would be $9,500. Alex Usher, CASA National Director, in a letter to VP 
Finance and Administration, Nahie Bassett, indicated this amount was $10,500. 
Usher, in an interview, explained the difference. “The $7,000 would have been 
the assessment if Health Plan revenues were not counted.” The CASA funding 
formula takes into account the number of students at an institution and the 
budget, which includes the revenues from the UNB Student Union-administered 
Health Plan. This policy is applied universally to other CASA-members.

Concern from Bassett over funds paid by the Student Union on behalf of 
CASA, precipitated a letter from Usher this week. This letter confirmed the nature 
of the two accounts for CASA at the Student Union. In addition, the letter made 
Bassett aware of the funding agreement between the Student Union and CASA 
which was made in January 1995.

One account will continue to accrue some expenses from CASA and Pat 
FitzPatrick (as CASA Atlantic Regional Director). This account, according to the 
last operating report, stands at $ 10,104. According to the agreement, the Student 
Union would pay CASA the balance of the fees should the account be less than 
membership fees, and CASA would reimburse the Student Union if it were more.

The other account is intended for the National Conference on Post-Secondary 
Education, scheduled to be held in February. The letter confirmed that liability for 
this account would be the responsibility of CASA. This was consistent with the motion 
passed at summer Council by which Council agreed to host the conference.
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UNB Student Union and UNB Associated Alumni present
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I Topics to be discussed include:
1) Social Club Blanket Membership.
2) Group Support for Departmental Societies.
3) Legal Services available to graduate students.
4) Daycare Services available to graduate students.
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Welcome back UNB Alumni from various pans of the country. I hear people as 
far away as Regent Street are making it back for Homecoming 95.

This Thursday to Sunday marks UNB’s inaguaral Homecoming. 
Homecoming, it seems to me, has developed out of the “American University” 
tradition. What makes a university of 200 years plus decide to wake up one 
morning and go " Homecoming.?"

I anticipate the alumni are geared up for the big football game, the selection 
of the homecoming queen and the “revelries." I know I would be too if they 
existed. Oh yeah, it seems the Red Bombers went the way of the Dodo, the 
Homecoming queen is another example of men’s objectification of women 
and “revelries” won’t be found that readily on campus.

Homecoming is organised as a way to promote harmony betweem faculty, 
staff, alumni and, or course, the students - to gather in one great campfire to 
share the UNB experience.

i can tell you the Administration cares about the alumni but more so, loves 
financially successful alumni. Homecoming now provides the Administration 
with ample opportunity to add to their Venture Campaign coffers. 
Administration will salivate with anticipation at alumni's return each year, with 
empty hands extended like a bellhop itching for a tip.

Homecoming coordinates several events for the alumni to partake in while 
in town. The reasoning behind this is so alumni will only have to make one 
trip to UNB during the course of a year - saves them and UNB money.

Maybe it might suprise a few of the alumni to know that UNB’s students and 
faculty have grown apapthetic but I doubt it. A case in point for example: a 
Million Man March at UNB usually turns up about enough people to form a 
smoker's comer. It is not due to lack of planning (maybe lack of publicity) but 
due to apathetic students treating their education like the digestive system. " 
Eat me, do your magic then let me out to swim."

People do try and make the university a better place but sometime it feels 
like they want more money or do not want to pay more money. Nobody really 
rally* for pride anymore, hopefully the Administration will give everyone back 
a chance to rally for spirit before hitting them up for a donation.

Students should take heed, if you see a few "experienced" persons long in 
tooth, sit down and share your favourite UNB story and I am sure they will 
share their's with you.

So once again, welcome back alumni and enjoy your stay. It is going to be a 
great time. Check out Oktoberfest and the bevy of Sporting activities but most 
of all, go out and meet your old friends.

(hi a lighter note, what I cannot fathom is why someone who spent so 
much time and money at UNB would want to come back. 1 am joking. Maybe.

WELCOME BACK ALUMNI 
HOWABOUT A LITTLE 

CONTRIBUTION FOR OUR 
TROUBLE
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easily overcome. Like the flyers who that any such association will only go 
, delivered the bombs, the women who so far. Of course, surfing the ‘net is not

UGuQT© becoming have delivered their unborn babies to literally surfing—how long did it take

a War Zone

The Abortion The
whint 
Queb 
callin 
oppre 
comp 
politi 
These 
Prime 
by na

the killing centres have suffered you to figure that one out? 
unforeseen fallout, experiencing a The Internet, even with the amazing 
range of emotional and physical amount of trivial material online, has a
problems from guilt and depression to potential that should not be
sterility and breast cancer. Yet war underestimated. Many of us have 
planners continue to resist providing learned how to change the channel 
even the most basic safeguards -such as when a stupid TV program comes on— 
information about human the same selective ability will likely 
development, life-affirming alternatives develop, with practice, for the Internet 
and potential hazards- rightly fearful user.
that piercing their veil of ignorance will For anyone who has ever wondered
render their proxies unwilling to what it was like when our parents and

grandparents got their first television or 
telephone, consider this: the World 
Wide Web is our generation’s 
opportunity to witness the genesis of a 
powerful new communication tool. 
Take it for what it is, and if you’d really 
rather be surfing, no one’s stopping

To the Editor:

The recent fiftieth anniversaries of the 
atomic bombings prompted debates 
about the ethics of warfare. Meanwhile, 
the war on prenatal children raged on 
unabated, routinely trashing every 
ethical principle. It has consisted 
exclusively of literally surgical first 
strikes against the totally innocent and 
helpless, intended to preempt the 
recognition and protections normally 
accorded at birth. Rather than honour 
the immunity of non-combatants, it has 
deliberately targeted them. It has 
employed poisonous weapons, refusal 
of quarter and live dismemberment the 
unarmed target population, even 
subjecting them to experimentation, in 
contravention of the laws of war and To the Editor:
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continue the carnage.
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Apparently English, is an amazingly versatile language, capable of 
n carrying a multitude of messages at the same time. Or at least that's what 
E one of my friends who spends a lot more time around the English 
i department than I do said. I was shocked. To begin with, it made the 
G language sound like some kind of phone network. And them it all started
e to come back to me - high school, blackboards, onomatopoeia, alliteration,

criticism. After all these years of bludgeoning the language to make it 
convey crisp accurate details in technical reports, it was a surprise to 

q rediscover it’s hidden side.
Further encouraged, I went looking for examples of this refined usage. 

E I tried to read Tiger Tiger” again. Failed miserably though. Loathed the 
» refinement as much as 1 did the first time, it just didn’t get to the point, 
u But still, maybe I was aiming just a little too high for a first attempt. So I 
r persevered, and slowly I started to see the light, as some of the layers of 
o symbolism were pealed away to reveal the true message.

And then came that fateful day, when this whole new world crumbled 
« arounn me. The question seemed so innocuous at the time.

“So. You and

H

Mary Rogal-Black
i all international standards for the

treatment of prisoners. It has violated In response to last week’s editorials on IS COn't be ffiendS tO 
“Just War” principles, including just the merits of the Internet and its users, 
cause, last resort, proportionality and I would like to address a couple of Mr 
competent authority by placing the Morgan’s and Mr Duxbury’s ideas that 
decision for a death-dealing act, seemed to leap off the page, 
grotesquely disproportionate to the 
ends usually sought, in the hands of the students sitting next to users of
frequently ill-informed, distraught and questionable material should not feel 1 wonder if anyone else caught the irony
underage. It’s rationalisation on the uncomfortable or harassed by the in the appearance of Nik Carrier’s letter
basis of so<alled hard cases has reduced images or text on the screen next to (“October Crisis 25 Years Later and the
the vast majority of those slaughtered them" misses the point. The tricky thing Debate continues”) in the Tbe
to collateral damage at rates that would about harassment is that it is in the eye Brunswickan’s October 13 issue,
be morally horrendous if practised by of the beholder. That is, essentially only Carrier expressed fear that the

the victim can attest to whether they feel Québécois, if they voted to separate
What is it about unborn babies that uncomfortable or harassed, although from Canada, would be victims of

suspends every ethical consideration? the consequences for the “perpetrator" military force from this “oppressive
Is it the lack of any non-violent will still be left up to the powers that federal state". On the same day the
alternative for retaining control that be.
justifies all manner of barbarism? Oris 
it that once the mental process of anyone else’s, as to how someone Matthew Coon-Come feare ' ' it, in the
devaluing the lives of others, bom or should feel when confronted with event of separation, the Quebec
unborn, has gone far enough, they pornographic images in a public place, government would use force to quell
cease to exist in our minds as human are unlikely to be of much comfort to a discontent among natives.

Coon-Come’s statement deals with

||both Aboriginals 
and Separatists

It ■
s

First of all, your assertion that “other Dear Editor:*

I

v
E

the military.. Ilmm. So, are you friends...orfriends?"
It was only later that the deeper meaning of this hit me. The realisation 

* that for all of the symbolisation and the allegories and the metaphors 

that th'r fabulous language of ours wasn’t being used to it’s full potential. 
M Certainly, there are those who attempt to craft prose with it, others who 
a write for people to read what they haven’t written, but there still remains 
L | the ugly tmth that this isn’t what society really wants. Now what society 

i really wants is a nice, safe, well designed category to throw you into. 
r Stereotype seems to be another word that fits the bill rather well.
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0
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letter appeared, Tbe Telegrapb-Joumal 
Unfortunately, your beliefs, or reported that Quebec Cree leader

s

v You don't believe me? When was the last time you had a friend you 
i could have been attracted to without being asked that question. Doesn’t
* happen (well it doesn’t to me - but maybe I just have a bad reputation),
i And sadly, this is just the tip of the iceberg. Go on, tell me that you only
^ j assume that a jock plays sports, or that a slacker is someone who takes 

their time about things.
George Orwell speculated that language would decrease by eliminating 

e words which duplicate each other. For example good, minus, plus and 
T double could be used to express opinion through all ranges of positives 

a and negatives. Now we have these fabulous stereotypes, eliminating the 
A need for all those defining words. Now we can just say grunge - no need 
1 | for noisy, twisted, rock influenced by the city of Seattle. Perhaps the size 
j of language won’t decrease but keep increasing with ever growing 

numbers of these (eventually) definitionless words.

i A
beings such that anything can be done person who becomes genuinely upset 
to them? What have we become that by such material. an issue that Carrier completely ignores. 

Secondly, the university might rightly Jacques Parizeau has said that Quebec’s
I

we avert our eyes as nearly one in every 
three of our children is destroyed? Is take issue with your suggestion that borders are inviolable in the event of
this imbalance of power so much to be student fees give people the right to use separation. Yet much of Quebec’s
feared? Why has the propaganda university resources for what you said Northern Territory is land that was
campaign been so effective that many yourself are frivolous activities. I know granted to the province by the Federal
now think and speak in the that if I had an essay to print out and Government after Confederation,
euphemisms (“pro-choice"’, “abortion found myself in a lineup for a computer What’s more, the native people of this
rights”) of the language of denial? How and saw someone downloading those territory, -who, in reality, have more
much more violence to life, truth, ever-popular Cindy Crawford pics, I’d claim to it than Quebec does, have
language, values, law, government, feel justified, as another fee-paying overwhelmingly opposed Quebec
medicine, ethics and the principles of student, in complaining to CSD.
human rights can civilisation withstand?

|Y !

sovereignty. Carrier’s fellow socialists 
To Mr Duxbury, man of the claim to be in solidarity with aboriginal,

But conscience and nature are not overworked metaphor: keep in mind but his letter inherently expressed
44/Duxhurtf
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provincial safe What, exactly, did the Socialists Piss Me Off". It seems that

four Atlantic provinces get richer than the author of this letter, Sheralee 
Quebec?

I do not want Quebec to separate, I reaction to an issue of our newspaper, 
will grant them their right to do so if Socialist Worker. After reading an article 
they wish. Quebec separation, however, on the Quebec referendum, she
must not take place without taking into apparently became, “full of rage - pissed
account the lands that were added to off to say the least”. I’m certainly glad 
Quebec since Confederation, the fair that Ms. Stanley found our newspaper 
apportionment of the federal debt, and provocative and intellectually 
the wishes of Quebec regions where stimulating (if in fact this is the best way 
residents wish to remain in Canada, to describe her abusive tirade), but I am 
Parizeau and Lucien Bouchard have sorry that she seems to have so 
made statements suggesting that they profoundly misunderstood the position 
will not bargain in good faith on these of the International Socialists 
issues, but Quebec sovereignty cannot concerning the Oct. 30 referendum, 
be allowed without it, regardless of how 
“oppressed” a few Socialists may feel the right of Quebec to self-
Quebec is.

In the same issue of The Brunswickan position with regards to the First
that featured Carrier’s rant, Student Nations). We do not advocate
Union president Kelly Lamrock was separation, but we do believe that he
quoted as saying that the International population of Quebec has the
Socialists “tend to make a fool of democratic right to choose whether or
students”. If Carrier’s letter is not to form their own nation. Quebec
indicative, I’d say that’s an accurate is a part of Confederation by conquest,

not by choice. They are an oppressed 
nation within the Canadian sate.

V.

Stanley, experienced a very peculiar
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The International Socialists defendok*otc X

determination (we have the same
rv

Oi

assessment.

sympathy for a notion that aboriginals introduction of programs meant to make of Confederation; indeed, I’ve often felt
oppose. What makes him think he can francophones feel “at home” in Canada, the same way about my home province
have it both ways?

The real gist of Carrier ’s letter was to Quebec did not consent to the 1982 But to call Quebec an “oppressed”
whine about the “oppressed nature of Constitutional agreement, but the past society is just ludicrous. And if polls
Quebec’s “partnership" with Canada”, decade has been dominated by two high- showing the “Oui” side headed for
calling the Québécois a “conquered, profde attempts to gain such consent, defeat on October 30 are any
oppressed people”. Such a statement Both deals saw the federal government indication, most Québécois feel the
completely ignores the Canadian agreeing to confer more powers onto the same way. Misunderstood, maybe-but
political reality of the last 25 years, provincial governments, including oppressed?
These years have seen the position of Quebec. This is oppression?
Prime Minister held almost constantly I’m not going to deny that Quebec is letter, though, is his claim that Quebec 
by natives of Quebec, as well as the a distinct society that often felt “left out” has the lowest standard of living on the

We defend Quebec’s right to choose 
in opposition to the anti-Quebec racism 
of parties like Reform and COR. Ms.

IS support Quebec's Stanley claims that Quebec is like, “a
ridht tO SQV "YeS" spoiled child”, but English Canadian 
" y students and workers have always been

told by the right-wing in this country 
that Quebec is greedy and the cause of 
our problems. This is nonsense. 
Quebec is the poorest province in 

This letter is a response to a letter that Canada. Our problems are the same as 
appeared in last week’s Blood and their problems- wage cuts, service cuts, 
Thunder entitled, “International and education cuts because of a system
------------------------------------------------------- which puts profits before need.

We should remember that Quebec 
students and workers are a tremendous

Damian Penny

such as bilingualism. It is true that of Newfoundland, so I can sympathise.a will only go 
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Dear Editor,

The real jaw-dropper in Carrier’s
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st television or 
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lication tool, 
if you’d really 

ne’s stopping

potential ally in any fight against the cuts 
to social programs now being 
implemented by the federal 
government. But they can only become 
our ally if we say loud and clear that we 
understand why Quebeckers might be 
fed up with the federal system that offers 
nothing but cuts, and threats of 
economic non-association should 
Quebec separate (like those coming 
from Paul Martin, Preston Manning, and 
Sheralee Stanley). Quebec is welcome 
here, but if they choose to separate, that 
is their democratic right.

The International Socialists and the 
UNB/STU Socialist Students’ Club will 
be holding a public meeting on this 
topic on Tuesday, October 24, at 
MacLaggan Hall, Room 013, entitled, 
“Quebec Referendum:
Quebec’s Right to Vote YES”. Everyone 
is welcome, so bring your friends and a 
coffee, and let’s continue this debate.
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Keep those 
Letters coming. 02 
But you can cuf^ 
down on trees 
by e-mailing 
them directly 
to The
Brunswickan at 
bruns@unb.ca 
It's fast and 
the "Hip" thing 
to do.
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became dislodged due to a rapid friendly) when appreciated for who we He has left a lasting mark on the 

increase in size, and disoriented due to are, when recognized for our contribu- Residence Community. For fourteen 
spiritual fragmentation. tions, when we study seriously,but do years he served as a Resident Fellow-at-

1 arrived at UNB in August 1987. not take ourselves too seriously, when Large, as well as serving as Acting Don
Fresh out of a doctoral program in we affirm that there is always a new day of Aitken House and Jones House.

Religious Studies at the University of to come, when we share a good joke as Monte has “made a significant

Toronto, I was ready to change the often as possible, and when we walk contribution to the betterment of life

world. Then 1 met Monte. He humbly before God. That is what Monte at the University of New Brunswick,” a

introduced me to more people than I gave to UNB. And that, I believe, was stipulation required to be considered

can remember (he knew everyone), and the ultimate spiritual intention of the as a potential recipient for the

opened numerous doors. More original 1859 University Act.

importantly, he revealed a unique style 
of ministry. I came to learn much.

I
A Tribute to Monte Peters To safeguard the non-denominational 

character of the newly established 

Monte Peters is receiving an university, its charter abolished 
honourary doctorate from the theology courses. Yet, recognizing the 

University of New Brunswick. The integrality of religion and education, the
degree will be conferred at the same charter required that students 

University’s Fall Convocation on attend religious services and receive 
October 22.

E

honourary degree.

Monte Peters is a gifted person. His Campus Ministers are not employees 
life mirrors deep spirituality, reflecting of the university. What they contribute 

1 learned that though the world an earnest and close walk with God. He is done without financial compensation

cannot be changed so readily, people is a listener, warm-hearted, accepting of from the university. UNB has found an
can. It happens in those precious others, and non-judgemental. Monte is innovative and impressive way to

moments when people connect with a man of God, given to the university. recognize that contribution. It is to be
people —interacting, sharing, laughing Monte has touched the hearts, souls commended for honouring Monte
with each other. I learned that we and consciences of many people within Peters’ contributions by conferring on
become more human (open and the UNB community, past and present, him a Doctor of Letters. Thank you.

religious instruction from their local

Monte is an alumnus of UNB. He churches. The Dawson Report of 1854,
graduated with a Bachelor of Education upon which the University Act was

in 1970. Prior to his studies at UNB, he based, maintained that, “no youth can
received a degree in Arts from St. Francis be properly educated who is not
Xavier University in 1965, and a degree instructed in religion as well as in
in Theology from Laval University in science and literature. The evidences,
1969 for studies done at Holy Heart the truths, and the morals of

Seminary (Halifax). In 1970 Monte was Christianity, should lie at the
ordained to the priesthood in the foundation of all public Collegiate

Roman Catholic Church. Earlier this instruction, and the spirit of Christianity
year, he received a Master of Arts degree should pervade its whole

in Community Leadership from Regis administration."

University in Denver, Colorado.
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That religion has been an important 
In 1971 Monte began a long sojourn aspect of UNB’s history is amply

with the Universityof New Brunswick, evidenced in Encaenia addresses, HOMOPHOBIA: POSSIBLE disagreement with the “lifestyle” (I fact, one may call it harassment and is a

as Campus Minister. That sojourn, and Invocations, Presidential speeches, REASONS WHY IT PERSISTS really hate this terminology), the part of any orientation. Another
the immense contributions made faculty talks, and committee reports. PART 2 attitudes, activities, behaviours, “act experience is the so called “He/she is
during it, is now being officially Also, campus groups such as the of..”, homosexuality/bisexuality. With really gay/bi, but he/she just doesn’t

recognized. I, as a colleague, am Student Christian Movement, the byj. that in mind, the rest of this article will know it yet.” syndrome that a few
particularly delighted by the awarding Newman Club, the Canterbury Club, deal with other possible reasons for the homosexuals/bisexuals attribute to
of this honourary degree. Let me and Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship A friend and I were discussing last persistence of homophobia; negative people. This behaviour is unacceptable

explain why. But first allow me a brief have discussed for decades the week’s article about homophobia, and life experiences with homosexuals/ in two ways. One, if someone is gay or
but necessary historical digression. importance of religion for life and he disagreed with the definition of bisexuals and self-hatred. bisexual and has not “come out", it is

In 1859 an Act of the Provincial learning. homophobia that was used. His opinion One of the main possible reasons for not up to other people to force the

With major changes brought on by was that the definition of homophobia homophobia, may be negative life issue; that person will choose to deal
the turbulent Sixties, it came to be as a fear of homosexuality and its related experiences with homosexuals and with her/his sexual orientation in their

denominational university open to all, recognized that the spiritual needs of terms,

a»

h

a

b
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h

cLegislature established the University of 

New Brunswick, as a non- fi

was a misnomer, and too bisexuals . This is unfortunate in that own way, at their own speed. Two, this 
regardless of religious creed or many students were no longer being generalized. His opinion was that certain, negative sections of the gay/bi is a reversal of attitude that some people
affiliation. Prior to that it was known met by the university. Discussions held homophobia does not necessarily have (sub)culture have been the focus of should be homosexual/bisexual, similar

as King’s College, established in 1829 between President James Dineen and to be a fear response; it could just be societal scrutiny, and generalized to to heterosexuals stating that what a
by Anglicans, and mostly for those local clergy resulted in the university plain old disagreement with include all homosexuals/bisexuals, homosexual/bisexual needs is the

entering their parish ministry. In the extending an invitation to have religious homosexuality or homosexuals. People sometimes have been the victims “right” man/woman to set them
1840’s, when demands for religious représenta lives come to campus to Granted this discussion took place of unwanted advances from “straight". People should not be forced
inclusiveness and liberty surfaced, steps serve those needs. Monte Peters was within the context of other people also homosexuals/bisexuals who persist in

were taken to make King’s College more among that first group which came to giving their two-cents worth, but after their behaviour. Whether the victim is

accessible to non-Anglicans. That led UNB in 1971. I believe Monte has put thinking things out, I tend to agree heterosexual, homosexual or bisexual,
eventually to a new charter and a new into practise the spirit of UNB’s original somewhat with what he had to say. is irrelevant; this kind of behaviour is

charter intentions — intentions which Homophobia can also be defined as a not tolerated within any community. In

More Pride 
on page 9. L

university.

ATTENTIONGRECO'S
Great Campus Special

Medium Pan
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All you CH6R types 

Prepare to eat turf 
We, the Brunswickan do hereby 

challenge you to the Annual

MEDIA BOM.
Saturday Nov 4 

You know where 

_____ 2:OOp.m.

plus taxes
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Add a Loonie
for 8" Garlic Fingers with sauce

Only Greco Guarantees

IS

FREE Delivery
in 30 minutes or Free Food*

* After 5PM conditions Permitting

Greco Student Number 452"0033 H
9

* 1.We also deliver Free*
Donairs, Oven Subs
Garlic Fingers, Chicken Wings
Mozza Sticks * Minimum $8.00 order
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Opinion of the Week

A women’s peace platform for 
the 21st century and beyondBooks are weapons

By Nik Carrier

Women see a world without wars, combined income of the poorest half multiculturalism and reject nationalism 
weapons or violence. We see a society of humanity, 
free of nuclear weapons, militarism and

Amid cutbacks being imposed by governments: federal, provincial and 
municipal - is an attack most people seem to have overlooked.
In dries like Fredericton, there have been proposals for more cutbacks to 
our devastated public library systems. And I’ve heard people argue that 
“something has to go," or “it's not exactly essential," or worst of all “nobody 
reads anymore anyway”: all to justify library closures and cuts, This all flies 
in the face of the fact that, as students, readng is absolutely essential. And 
even after that, people don’t just turn into mushrooms and stop nourishing 
their appetites for literature.

Did you ever wonder where libraries came from? Did they suddenly appear 
because rich and powerful people decided one day that it might be nice if all 
the little people had something to read?

In 19th century Britain, you were in the workforce by the time you were 
12 and what education you received,was rudimentary and administered by 
the church. You worked 14 hours or more, six days a week. Ybu lived in 
squalor and you were old and used up by the time you were 40.

Workers began to organize to defend themselves, to demand the eight 
hour day and improve their lives. That included fighting for education, literacy 
and books. It was in the offices' of the first unions that the library was bom.

The idea of sharing knowledge and resources was as natural to these 
workers as breathing. Certainly some used this as a means of “getting ahead,” 
but many believed that education should teach the working class to think 
for, and, as a class.

As the 19th century came to a close, things began to change. Bosses and 
their political stooges realized that leaving education and libraries in the 
hands of the workers was a bad idea. At the same time, they discovered each 
capitalist could get a profitable advantage over competitors by employing 
fewer workers to operate more complicated machinery. That meant better 
educated workers were needed, at least better educated in the things that

X employees 
:y contribute 
impensation 
has found an 
sive way to 
n. It is to be 
ring Monte 
onferring on 

Thank you.

which is a cause of violence and war.
•One of every 5 people on earth lives .. .a Women's Watch, an international 

repression. All proposals emerging in debilitating poverty and 70% of them civilian volunteer peace service to our 
from the Earth Summit, the Population are women.
Conference, the Social Development 
Summit, and the Human Rights have no schools to attend, not even promoting human rights, peacemaking, 
Conference require resources for primary school, 
implementation. The Platform for

countries and to the United Nations, 
• 100 million children (2/3 are girls) trained in preventing conflict and in

reconstruction and reconciliation.
•32,000 children die every day . . reconstruction beyond war and 

Action to be approved at the Beijing largely from preventable hunger and violence by fostering cooperation

between former combatants. We mustWomen’s Conference will need billions illness.
of dollars to implement. The only place
to find these fonds, to carry out the EXIST THERE CAN BE NO PEACE, 
demands of all these meetings, is from 
the $2 million per minute the world is only the absence of war, but the weapons, resolve problems of refugees, 
currently spending on the military.

According to UNICEF, children and harmony. Peace requires the equal migrations, 
women bear the severe brunt of war, participation of women in all decision 
civil strife and ethnic conflict. During making -national and international- to for human and environmentally 
the past decade more than 1.5 million be effective and permanent, 
children were killed, over 4 million left 
homeless. . . and an estimated 10

AS LONG AS THESE INEQUITIES empower former victims, dismantle
institutions that create or perpetuate 

Through women’s eyes peace is not social injustice, collect and eliminate
■X .

presence of justice, caring and family reunification and forced
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sustainable development, not for arms
WOMEN CALL FOR... or guns. Money spent on weapons is 
.. creating a culture of peace. We money denied society,

million traumatized by conflict, reject all forms of violence including
Countless numbers of women and girls violence against women in the home, family and the Earth, with its beauty and
have been raped. There is one abuse of children, demeaning of human diversity, as our fragile home,
landmine for every 20 children to dignity, degradation of the Indigenous initiatives and processes,
become amputees every day. They cost environment. We call for an end to the especially those initiated by women, for
Î3 each to make and between $300 and arms trade, an immediate halt in the conflict resolution, must be supported
$1000 to clear away. Africa has the production, testing, use and threat of and integrated in the peace process.

. ..., , highest concentration; Afghanistan has use of nuclear weapons.
the bosses thought they ought to know. So the state began to take control of 10.15 million, Angola 9 million. We . . .the reduction of every nation’s Using all the means in our power-
C must ban the production and use of all military budget by 5% a year for 5 years, individually and in groups- let the

BmMmg and nmmng Itane. was pan of that Anwncan «i ban,» ,„d transferring the savings direr,I, ,o leaden of on, conn,ries know ,ha, we
Andrew Carnegie, who is lionized as a “philanthropist". He used part of the ■
fortune he screwed out of his workers to build 2800 libraries world wide.
Maybe Carnegie was a do-gooder,just a rich guy trying to get through the 
eye of the needle. Maybe not.

The result was education and libraries became “public” and widespread, 
and controlled by the state. The worker run library was a place of hot debate.
The public library was a place where you had to whisper. In the worker run 
library, education was a collective, class act whereas in the public library, it 
was isolated and atomized.

.. women recognize humanity as one
,4”

II

WHAT WE CAN DO NOW

THE WORLD SPENDS 
Billions per year

support women's and human needs, women are strong and serious when we 
After 5 years there will be $ 1/2 billion a demand that actions be taken to provide
day to spend on providing health care, for our needs. Because our needs are
clean water, environmental clean up, society’s needs, 
literacy, job training, education, and 
courses in conflict resolution and world will be secure, 
nonviolence. At least 1% of those saved

Golf $40
*

Wine
Beer
Cigarettes
Advertising
Military

$85
$160 •When human beings are secure our
$400
$250 •We call for human security to take 

funds should be spent on the most precedence over national security, 
pressing problems defined by women:

• • conversion of military industries development of a country; the welfare 
to civilian production and services of the world and the cause of peace 
which will promote equitable growth require the maximum participation of 
and reduce the potential for armed women on equal terms with men in all 
conflict.

$800

•"The full and completeFor the first time, Toronto is closing a branch. A poll shows that 70% of 
the users are workers who live in the suburbs and don’t pay taxes in the City 
of Toronto. Of course, their bosses, the banks and corporate offices 
downtown/don’t pay any taxes, but that’s another story.

The ’fork Regional Public Library, has already reduced it’s operating hours 
over the past few years. That means the library is becoming less and less 
accessible. And when you do manage to get there when it’s open, you’ll find 
fewer staff there to help you, fewer books in the syslem, etc. In Ontario they 
are proposing user fees. This will start with a charge to find books not in the 
local branch. But once instituted, the idea of paying a fee for a library card 
will ovXin folow. After all, who wants a bunch of moochers like unemployed 
workers hanging around all day, trying to improve themselves?

Demands for the system to cut deeper and deeper still will eventually 
mean closing local branches here in NB. Maybe it will start with the whole 
system closing down on Saturday, possibly no longer be open during hours 
when workers can get there and cost money to use. Students too, have felt 
the cuts. Soon we will have gone full circle and the bastards will have turned 
the clock back 150 years.

This is not inevitable. Library workers will not take cuts without a fight. 
When they do strike, we’ll have to stand with them and demonstrate and 
organize against their library cuts/closures. Libraries came from a need of 
the working class. Books are weapons and we need them now more than 
ever. So go straight to the Harriet Irving Library and make your librarian’s 
day by asking if they have a book about “How to fight against library 
cutbacks.”.

THE WORLD NEEDS 
Billions per year 

Basic child health 
and nutrition 
Primary education 
Safe water and 
sanitation 
Family planning

I $13

$ 6 fields."
$ 9 ...the United Nations always creating -Preamble, Convention for the 

gender-balanced teams for negotiations Elimination of Discrimination Against 
$ 6 of conflicts.

.. all schools in all countries to offer • "Lethal weaponry has no place in a
$34 peace studies and conflict resolution in culture of peace. . .not in its 

•In the United States, a woman is primary grades along with reading, entertainment media, or in the toys that 
beaten every 18 minutes.

•Of the world's 18 million refugees,
80% are women.

Women

Ibtal

writing and arithmetic. help to socialize children..."
...a series of “cease fire" conferences -Gender and the Agenda for Peace, 

and use of electronic communication to GAP/1994/1 United Nations 9 Dec 94
•In Africa, few women receive wage promote the elimination of all arms, 

payments though they cultivate 80% of including guns, and to locate and disarmament and demilitarization.” 
the continent’s food.

•"The core of all peace processes is

by prevent nuclear dumping. -Gender and the Agenda for Peace, 
. . nation states to embrace GAP/1994/1 United Nations 9 Dec 94.• Global military spending equals the

This negative “education" may cause the 
individual to strike back at what he/she 
perceives as a “bad” group of people. 
In effect, this person desires to 
extinguish her/his sexual orientation, by 
being homophobic. Exposure to the 

the association of homosexuality/ lot of uproar over heterosexual adults positive aspects of homosexuality/
bisexuality with child-molesters is and children in contact with each other, bisexuality, such as leading
perhaps one of the largest Yet some homophobia arises due to this productive lives or positive role
misperceptions in society. Pedophilia social misperception. models, may help lessen self-hatred,
has received a tremendous amount of Self-hatred (that can be rooted in a These are just a few possible 
coverage in recent years, and its fear reaction) can also lead to reasons for the persistence of
existence belies the hidden nature of homophobic reactions. What I mean by homophobia. There
child abuse. Unfortunately, gay and this, is that sometimes a person who is others that would require extensive
bisexual men and women have received gay or bisexual, is taught that research and volumes of paper,
plenty of unwanted and unjustified homosexuality and bisexuality are Highlighting a few cases, will
feedback due to a few pedophiles who wrong, immoral, and a host of other hopefully lead people to think about
were also homosexual/bisexual. In negative perceptions at an early age. the subject.

>t-

Contlnued from page 8

to be someone they are not, and all this point of fact, 95% of child molesters are 
fosters is resentment. Last, but not least, heterosexual, but one does not see a

Sharkey says...
Here's how you get a column in 
Spectrum.
1. Think of an original subject people might 
wanna read.
2. Write 3 samples of your proposed column
3. Gives it ta da Editor-in-Chief
4. Let da Bruns Editorial Board vote on it.
5. It’s ok'd or given back to ya for revisions to
try again______________________________

are numerous
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A lucky Friday the Thirteenth at the Market
Jl I L

____

Geography was never really a subject 
that I was enamoured with, but thanks 

to it more bands than ever are coming 

to town. Fredericton just happens to be 
a good distance from both Montreal and 
Halifax so it makes an ideal place to stop 

over and play a concert to a few adoring 
fans. And because of the Pop Explosion 

going on in Halifax last weekend, there 

were more than a few bands wanting 
to stop by. Five such bands all got 

together at the Farmer’s Market and 
thanks to our friends at CHSR, 

Fredericton saw its best show in ages.
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«The Monoxides were the first band 

to take the stage, and they worked their 
way through a nice solid set despite the 

fact that there wasn’t a very large crowd. 
One of the problems of going onstage 

at 7 o’clock 1 suppose. Hailing from that 

very exotic city Moncton, they play a 
nice loud guitar and have some decent 

songs too. They are still riding the wave 
from the release of their latest CD (Out 
Of The Marsh), and will no doubt be 
back in town again soon. A nice lively 

start to the evening.
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Pluto came to town last September 

and put on a damned good show. So I
1
!

was really happy to see that they were 

coming back again for this, Fredericton's 

mini Pop Explosion. The market was
beginning to fill up by that time, but ___________________________

with that it brought a small number of Cub. What more can you say? From left to right - Lisa, Usa G. (hiding at the back on drums) and Robynn
obnoxious people whose sole purpose
seemed to be to heckle the band. And be just as entertaining as the Beatles one

what is the best way to deal with on the flipside of Failure’,

hecklers? Heckle them back. In fact, In the meantime they will be 
Pluto did a bit more than heckle them - continuing to tour as touring is the 

they wound the poor little punks up as thing that they like the best. In fact, their

much as they could, and then watched love of touring is one of the main

them go off. And what do punks do reasons for signing with a major;
when they go off? They pogo, mosh and “because we are so gung-ho about 

just generally push everyone around, touring, but our records aren’t in the 
Just like the old days. A lot less spitting shops we felt that the time was right to

make the move,” explained Ian. The 

But getting back to Pluto. Their songs band put so much into their live shows 
sound just as good live as they did on too, with their songs sounding a but 

their début album Cool Way To Feel, louder and a bit heavier, but the real 
with nice spiky guitars and some of their pop essence of Pluto still shines 

patented vocal harmonies. And because through. And that is why they very might 
their songs are so nice and succinct, well be famous one day soon. Only time

they managed to fit a whole bunch of will tell, 

them into their half hour or so of

i

i
<

1
t

Way cool photos by the way cool Mark Bray
with the sound with feedback reaching 

almost epic proportions at some points, 

but Robynn battled on and in the end 

she did win out. It didn’t really matter 

as everyone was dancing, and they just 
didn’t care. The other two Lisas were 

also doing a good job; the whole band’s 

playing has really developed, and 

despite having the summer off to work 

as a camp counsillor, Lisa was just 
wonderful on drums. Really, she was 
(despite thinking that she wasn’t, but 

that is a longer story...). The only minor 

complaint that I might have (but would 

probably keep quiet about) was that 

their set was just so short. I’m sure that 

it is just becuase of the stealth with 
which they perform now, but it did 

seem rather short. Oh well, some Cub 
is always better than none.

Not surprisingly, 1 had a nice long 
chat with Cub after the show, and as 

usual they had an awful lot to say. They 

are two weeks into a six week tour with 
Pluto and Pansy Division which will take 

them as far as Boulder, Colorado and 

then they will hook up with the 

Potatomen (with whom they have a split 
single with at the moment) for another 

two weeks. That eight week stint is their 
longest bout of touring to date. After it 

is all done, they will go home for a little 
bit of a rest, then it is back on the road 

to New York for a show on New Year’s 

Eve. And then? “Rest, rest, rest. Practise, 
practise, practise. Record, record, 

record.” in the words of Lisa G, 

drummer extraordinaire. Which means 

that they should have a new album out 

next spring, and then it is a return to 
their almost endless tours which the

i
in this week’s Brunswickan might hold it as far as Fredericton.” And what about
the answer.

;

Chris’s behaviour onstage where he 
flaunts his sexuality - is he scared of any 

Pansy Division were the only band on repercussions? “Not any more. I’ve been 
the bi" that I hadn’t heard too much paranoid for too long, beaten up in 

about, i ne phrase “gay punk band who High School. I’ve been through the 

used to hang out with Green Day’ was worst. And the crowd polices itself -the 
the most common thing. So I was a little ones that don’t like us go away 

unprepared about what to expect. I themselves." They have had to cope 
needn’t have been, as musically they with vicious crowds too - there are dents 

were more or less as they were in Chris’s bass from things that have 
described to me. But what I didn’t been thrown at him.

f
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expect was the very funny lyrics that 
were far from subtle about the fact that fans are straight simply because their 

the band members were gay. Those dear brand of music isn’t what the gay 

little punks in the audience were not community listens to; “they just listen 

too impressed by the band and so to showtunes and disco,” jokes Jon. 
restarted their heckling. Fortunately Some gays might appreciate what they 
Chris Freeman (on bass) was more than do, but they just don’t like the music, 

up to the challenge and soon had them And Pansy Division can cope with that 

retreating with their tails between their as they seem to have carved theirselves 
legs. Which left us free to enjoy the a nice little niche in which they can 

antics of Chris, who was just so damned continue to exist. Gay and proud. 

entertaining. And he won the best t- 
shirt of the evening contest’ hands 

down. It was an awful lot of fun.

I managed to get a quick chat to Chris never headline a show, but they do now
and the singer/guitarist Jon Ginoli and they do a pretty good job of doing
afterwards and found out a bit more it too. And best of all, they had quite a

about Pansy Division. Hailing from San few new songs to share with us too,

Francisco, they formed the band about such as their new single “The Day I Said
four years ago, with the latest drummer, Goodbye’ which must rank as one of

Dustin, being added last year. As Jon their best songs ever. Ever. But they did
explained, “Pansy Division were the also do a bunch of older songs with the

band we were waiting to come along, main focus being the Come Out, Come
We wanted to hear a gay band play this Out album. The most obvious shift in
kind of stuff but there wasn’t one. So the band’s sound was the way that the

we thought that maybe we could try, songs were kinda loud - was this the
but never thought we’d be very popular same band that gave use My Chinchilla’

- maybe play in San Francisco or New (which was conspicuous by its absense)?
York. But we never thought we’d make Yes it was. There were some problems

The band say that the majority of their 1
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performing. The crowd liked them. I Hayden was an added bonus on the 

liked them. I liked them a lot. I would bill as he wasn’t originally going to be 
have liked them a tiny bit more if they coming along. But he did, and he was 

had played ‘Rock Candy’ though. Sigh, also selling some rather cool t-shirts too 

Never mind.

1

f

i

(until the copyright people catch up 
Afterwards, I had a quick chat to with him anyway). I was sort of wary of 

Justin and Ian from the band to find out his being stuck in the middle of the 

what is new and exciting in the world other four bands, but I was pleasantly 
of Pluto. And they had some big news surprised as he really did get a good 

to share too - the band has just signed a response from the crowd. People were 

major record deal. Yup, just a couple of almost dancing. Or as much as you can 
weeks ago they took the plunge and to the sombre kind of songs that 

signed with Virgin but it won’t affect Hayden bellows out while attacking his 
their label-hopping exploits that they do acoustic guitar. Maybe it was a bit 
with 7" singles. In fact, they have just mellower than the previous bands, but 

finished recording a new single in it did give the audience a chance to get 

Seattle which will be coming out on their breath back before things livened 

Stampede Records. And in keeping with up again. But it is now official - Hayden 
with their new habit of sticking cover is sad. We don’t know why, but if there 

versions on the B side, they have is anything that we can do to help, then 
recorded a Cars song - which one they all he has to do is ask. Maybe the 

neglected to say, but I’m sure that it will interview which you can find elsewhere

i
IAnd then there was Cub. They might 

have said at one point that they would 1
1
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Continued from Page 10
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by Marc Landry 
Brunswickan Entertainmentm g

F ■ Ahh interview time. Yeah. Ijustuhh 
yeah, Ijust woke up, I’ve been up for a 
half an hour I can’t believe I can talk 
this long, I just did the longest 
interview.

Were you on Much Music or 
something? AM no, well we were last 
night, well I don't know some guy came 
to the show and taped us on Much West.
Hurtin’ scene. Yeah whatever. Well,
I’m just going to ask you a bunch of 
stupid questions and if you don’t 
want to answer them you can just tell 
me to shut up and it will be O.K. O k. 
can you just shut up and I can go get a
coffee? Yeah. I’m in the lobby because around. What hotel are you in? It’s so disorganized. Yeah and we would 
I didn’t want to wake everyone up see the Ritz Carlton or something, I don’t tell them this is really lame and they
I’m a damn nice guy. This is the know, it’s a pretty nice hotel, I don’t were really mad “Oh you’re just saying
interview that was rescheduled eh? know what it is. It’s called the Citadel, that because we’re from Fredericton
Yeah. Shit, sorry about that. Where You’re at the Citadel! Yeah. The and just because we're a small town,
are you guys now? In Halifax! We Citadel is nice if you get a chance go you don't think we can do a decent job
flew in, we left Calgary at 7:00, our swimming in the pool its like indoor and blah, blah, blah... ” But that wasn't
flight was at 7:00 so we all just stayed and outdoor. Where here, at the it at all, they just take everything
up the whole night so we got in here at; Citadel? Yeah. Its cold though, you personally. Yeah its like it’s not because
shit I don’t what time whenever we got meanoutside. Well its like half inside you guys are from a small city but you
here I think it was around three. Did and half outside. That might be cool, did do a shitty job. We’re playing in
you get to meet my friend Jeff? Who’s You can swim inside and then cruise this stupid little pub and then they go
Jeff? Jeff Delong, oh he’s just some outside, its probably heated. Wow, well here’s you’re dressing room and
guy I know who just moved there that might be cool to do right around its like this cool hall and why they
from Fredericton. Ob we’ve just seen now. I canjust picture it sounds crazy, didn’t book it in this cool hall, get a
the airport and the hotel. I was just Chicks lying around. Yeah!! And you stage and a p. a. and go one stepfurther
wondering maybe you ran into him. could just say “Hey! We’re from and make... they had the facilities, they
Maybe tonight, if you tell me where he SNFU.” (laughter) “So you guys would have to spend bit more but it
lives, we’ll go there and wreck bis place. Checkin’us out.” So when are you would have been way better because
1 don’t know, I haven’t been there guys playing in Halifax anyway? we would have been able to do an all
since he moved. So have you guys Friday and we’re playing in ages show in the ball and get
ever pissed on the Alamo like Ozzy Charlottetown. Is that your first time young people into see bands and
Osbourne? No we’ve never been to in Charlottetown? Its the only expose them to bands, get them into it,
the Alamo, we’ve been to San Antonio province we haven’t played in. Really its called campus radio y know, get
four times probably but we have never because you guys are hardcore these kids in High School out to see
seenthe Alamo. You’ve never seen the Canadians. Yeah we are Canadian, some cool bands and then get them into
Alamo! I just realized that ’s really But you don’t get the Much Music music and let ’s go to school and hang
weak isn’t it. That’s weak man you exposure that bands like the Cowboy out. Then they ’d be stoked on it and
guys have to exploit your tours. Well Junkies get. I know. I came to the would have the bar next door for the
you should be our road manager and realization that that might not be such drunks to bang out at. It would have 1
we can have some fun. Man I could a bad thing. I was thinking that too been so much better. Instead it was
revolutionize your whole show. We because you would just end up like retarded. They said they were going to
need some energy someone who goes the latest trend and everyone would feed us, we bad to complain in order
like “let’s go to the Alamo! ” Manwe’re be going to your shows. Well not that to get meals and we ended up paying
going to the Alamo I didn’t drag you there is anything wrong with that, for these awful meals. We wanted to
guys half way accross the country you would make a lot of money, destroy their place. Well at least you
just so you could stay in the hotel Yeah, the whole Canadian music guys got banned from playing at the
all day. Never seen the Alamo. While industry is sbit. Lately you guys have Social Club. We did? (laughter). Yeah
on this tour are you guys going to been getting a lot of credit for you guys can’t play there, you can
have that big hairy guy in a tiger pushing punk and you’re partly the play on campus just not there and
stripped g-string introducing you? reason bands like Green Day and the that was the best show I had ever
No, that was some guy from Offspring are around. Yeah I am, they seen there. The bouncer gave me the
Fredericton wasn’t it? Was it? I’ve give us royalties. Do they? Yeah out dirtiest look for jumping off the
never seen that guy before in my life, of their royalty checks we get one
No way, I thought he was on tour percent. Cool. One percent from Green lights. That stage was too close to the
with you guys? No we met him there Day and two percent from Offspring, bar, I threw a drink off the stage and
just hanging out before we went on. Well that ’s good cause now they ’re it went onto the bar and I don ’t think
Well when you guys come to like multi millionaires. Yeah so are they appreciated that too much
Fredericton, I always introduce we. Do you get to ride on the (laughter). A few people bad a good
bands, can I introduce you guys? If Concorde and stuff? No we just get to time so it was a good show. Yeah,
you show up with a tiger stripped g- stay at the Citadel hotel in Halifax. We no matter what the size if its full it’s

string. How about a safari shirt, a get the richest, swankest room service better, playing small shows of two
shirt that looks like I just came from we can. Harass the service, say if you hundred capacity and having it
a safari? How about a bathrobe? That don’t bring that up right now you’re packed is great,
would be better. All right, I’ll show fired. Don’t you know who we are,
off my nipple hair, I’ve got the know Offspring and Green Day. Didn’t you if you think you could beat Moxy
craziest nipple hair, it looks like I’ve you read the inside of our record cover Fruvous in a fight. Yeab, were not
lived next to a nuclear reactor. Wow. we thanked Green Day. And on our into fighting but we could just
Alright I’ll show them that for you. next album we’ll pretend we know even intimidate them. Just on the
O.K. Sorry about that on with the bigger more powerful people.
interview. Well maybe you should
compare nipple hairs with Cbi because you guys have been here three times intimidation factor. I don’t think they
he’s very proud of bis wacky nipple already. The only show we did in the could stand a chance. You take any
hair. Does he have wacked out Maritimes last year was in Fredericton, punk rock band and any free, folk, pop
nipple hair? Yeah. Well if it’s we didn’t even go to Halifax or band and say "Who’s gonna win?”, you
anything like his bad ass dread that anything. That was a punk show we pretty much say we have the edge
would be crazy. A nipple hair bigger played the last time. That was funny factor.
than his dread lock. One huge dread when that guy got that mustard and S.N.F.U. will be playing Saturday 21
2 inches in diameter. One huge bean pie in the face. We were a little of October at the Pyramid Warehouse
nipple. My God there ’s craziness going riled up that day. We drove all the way in the industrial park. Tickets are $10.00
on in this hotel, people walking up there, this lame ass radio station is at the door and 18.00 in advance.
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One of the 'members' of Pansy Division
Photo by Mark Bray

band just loves doing. Lisa G. even long as we have, it makes you feel as if 
talked of touring with Metallica with her you’ve stopped changing.” And they 
tongue quite firmly in her cheek.

But when you are on tour for as long songs don’t rely on the whole cute 
as they are, how on earth do you image as much as the earlier ones. They 
differentiate between the different have even stopped playing an awful lot 
places? They use the more conventional of the earlier songs because they have 
methods such as the various big objects been playing for such a long time 
at the side of the road (the big potato is 
a favourite...), but the other thing mijsht doesn’t hurt either. Cub spent some of
come as something of a surprise, the summer touring with the Muffs and
Bedspreads. Cub have a really the Queers, and were more than a little
unhealthy obsession with bedspreads spoilt when they got to use the Muffs
that they find in the hotels they stay in equipment. It really did seem to make
as they tour. The one in Fredericton a difference as “people came up and
failed the Cub test simply because the said things like You sound like a real
pattern was ugly although it wasn’t as band now’,” according to Lisa. So this
bad as the one they saw in Winnipeg, new spirit is living on in Cub these days,
Or the flowery one in Sudbury. And and they sound all the better for it.
then there was a horrid plastic one Maybe some of that feedback that they
somewhere along the way, but the best were trying to deal with was being
of the best was a brown velvet one produced deliberately. It has, in the
which was so much of a favourite that past, been attributed to Robynn’s metal
Robynn wanted to make a dress out of glasses frames which is why she takes

them off and squints while they play. 
Even though touring can supply a Plastic frames might be just around the

band with all manner of stories, comer. Maybe they are just trying to be
according to Lisa the best kind of too loud - 
touring is the kind where nothing 
exciting happens - “being stuck at the from strength to strength too - they now
side of the road might make a good have about 400 members from all over
story afterwards, but at the time it isn’t the place, and it has proved to be a great
much fun at all.” And this tour seems to aid when trying to put together tours,
be one of those tours. They went Members have been invaluable in
shopping (“It’s a drug,” Robynn helping find places to put on gigs and
reminds us) and have also been even letting the band stay at their house
watching a bit of television in their hotel if necessary (in their pre-bedspread
rooms - Charlie's Angels is a particular days...). The club is still really important
favourite as “it is such a good feminist to the band as that is the way that it all
piece of work. Girls helping girls, started. “Cub is still a word of mouth
beating up on the bad guys,” in the band,” according to Lisa, and that isn’t
opinion of Lisa G. The other big news really all that hard to believe as there
from the tour is that they have had their are tours in Europe and Japan in the
first piece of roadkill when their van hit pipeline. And now that Mint Records
a really big rat, which I suppose makes have signed a deal with Lookout
a change from the more usual Records down in California, distribution
porcupines. YUp, it’s a wild and wacky in the US isn’t a problem any more. So
time when you tour with Cub.

And then there was the inevitable signing to a major label for the next 
cute question. Everyone associates Cub while anyway. They will be sticking with 
with being unbearably cute, and that is Mint and with that new album due in 
about it. But is that still the case? Do the spring, it looks like we are going to 
they want to shake the whole cute image be stuck with Cub for a bit longer. Oh 
they have? “That would be nice as we well, things could be worse - Frampton 
are pretty sick of it,” says Lisa. “Once could be coming alive again. What? He 
you’ve been doing something for as is? Sigh.

haven’t stopped changing - their new

more

now.
Playing the songs louder and faster
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intimidation alone. Yeab I think we
I’ve seen you twice in Fredericton, have the edge because we bave the

Cub will not be taking the plunge and
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Let’s all lauôti
at The Deck

A quick chat 
with I avclen

Acrobats 
amaze and

delleht
by Stephanie Boertjes and Billie-Jo work the unruly and largely university 
Daken.
Brunswickan Entertainment

Words really cannot do justice to the 
latest of the Onstage series. They really 
can’t. Last Monday night, the stage of 
the Playhouse bore witness to some of 
the most incredible feats I have ever 
seen performed. I realise that sounds 
more than a little melodramatic, but if 
you did attend the Incredible Acrobats 
of China, you would know exactly what 
I mean. This particular troupe of 
acrobats comes from Shanghai, and are 
considered to be the best in China. And 
on the strength of this performance, I 
really do think I would agree.

But enough of this out and out 
gushing - what exactly did go on? Well, 
the troupe did all kinds of amazing 
things using seesaws, bowls, pyramids 
of glasses and all kinds of other things 
that you can find just lying about the 
house. Yet it was so much more than 
that, as without any kind of prop they 
could pull off almost inhuman acts of 
balance that even now seem unreal. 
They could even make balancing on 
someone’s head by one foot seem 
elegant and natural.

Some acts could never be thought of 
as natural, hence the gasps of disbelief 
from the audience when two of the girls 
lay on their backs and rolled tables on 
their feet. And when they swapped 
tables by flipping through the air, the 
gasps got even louder. Those gasps 
returned at various points throughout 
the evening, but to me the most 
amazing segment was when one girls 
flipped and spun several others 
(individually I might add) on the her 
feet as if they was no more than barrel. 
Or even a table.

And then there was the way that they 
fitted nine people onto one bicycle. And 
the way that the lone boy could snuff 
out candles using a whip. And the way 
that bowls, cups and spoons could be 
flipped from a seesaw onto their heads 
so effortlessly. And the way that two 
bowls attached with a piece of rope 
could be spun, thrown and caught 
without even blinking an eye. That’s the 
kind of evening it was - every single 
thing observed on the stage took your 
breath away, and some of them did even 
more than that.

Sometimes it felt like I was watching 
some sort of surreal circus sideshow 
(“See the incredible folding women! 
She folds into this little tube and walks 
around!!”), but there was enough of an 
elegant streak to the show to prevent it 
becoming just that. This was without a 
doubt the most unique, and the best, 
Onstage performance I have seen to 
date. A wonderful evening’s 
entertainment.

crowd.
Perhaps the most disappointing aspect 
of the evening was the disruption of the 

The Dock experienced another acts by drunken hecklers. Although 
successful night Tuesday as they hosted Gardhouse and Quigley appeared to 
the Yuk Yuks. Although it was not take them in stride, Kerry Talmage was 
packed they were generally pleased very annoyed with the hecklers and 
with the turnout and felt the evening ended up paying them more attention

J
su
fre

» yt
ai

IS! «than they actually deserved. Telmage 
Opening, before the Yuk Yuks, was chose to hurt back insults which only 
music entertainer, Jay Pennell. He was proved to encourage them to continue, 
able to control the impatient crowd with After speaking to some students in
his exceptional guitar and singing 
talents. He sang a variety 
of all time songs > 
which included 
the King and f ^ 
was generally i. V
w e 1 1 Z W X.

was a success. m i

mm
v>

attendance, it was generally felt that 
although the students 

V were excessive in
Hayden preaching to the almost-covertedcalling out and 

disrupting the 

\ i \ show, 
\ \ Te 1 m a g e

could have 
handled it 

f -better. 
t Naturally all 

Zcomedians

photo by Mark Bray

by Jon Bartlett 
Brunswickan Entertainment

parts with little intricate things.
J:Are you planning to have other people 
play on the album?

Hayden is a solo guitarist guy from H:I may have some guests but a lot of it 
Thornhill, Ontario. Hayden has been I want to do myself. I’m going to either 
playing live for about 2 1/2 years, rent or buy drums and a bass.
Hayden sings and sometimes screams. J:You evaded my label question earlier. 
Hayden wants you to listen to his lyrics. H:Label, schmabel. I don’t think I’ll be 
Hayden was in town on the 13th for a able to get signed anywhere anyway 
show at the farmers market. Hayden because I want too much. I want to be 
took some time out to chat with me.

received. As M grj 
one great I 
Philosopher I - 
said, “He’sl'Zd 

hot!” y 
However, the X1?

L D

«

&ÜP c<&
’ must expect 
these problems 

in their line of 
business. One

evening really ' 
got started with 
Yuk Yuks which 
included; Johnny 
Gardhouse, from North York, Ontario; situation could have been avoided had 
Chris Quigley from Oakville, Ontario, the Dock stepped in earlier and spoken 
and the feature presenter, Kerry to one table that was causing problems, 
Talmage from Vancouver, British as is common policy in some other bars.
Columbia. Together they made a Then again perhaps some students 
dynamic group. No provincial, political, should take politeness 101 next term, 
beer, drug or performer joke was so that next they will have some respect,
missed as everyone and anyone was if not for the performer, than for the
made of Poor Rita MacNeil will probably audience that has paid to see the show, 
be looking for another apology, but it Despite this problem the comedy 
is doubtful that she will receive one throughout the evening was hilariously
from Kerry Talmage who raked her over funny. Gardhouse, Quigley and 
the coals for her complaints with the Telmage were all able to keep the crowd 
Royal Canadian Air Farce.

able to do a Hayden album one day or 
not tour if I want to, yeah, just hang 
around my house in- What do you call 
those things that Brian Wilson wears?

performer felt that the

J:Hello sir. 
H:Hi, Jon
J:Tell me a bit about Hayden 
H:He’s from Kansas and he’s on his way want to -but probably won’t, 
home.

A housecoat -a baby blue housecoat, if I

J:What’s up with your label, Hardwood
J:I’m going to have to edit this if you Records? 
keep meowing around.
H:Next, question.

H:I haven’t been doing much with it 
lately but I think in the next year I’d like 

J:Where’s the current tour taking you? to release a few singles whether it be 
H:I’m in the Maritimes for about a week, something of mine or someone who I
then I’m headed out West for a while. like their stuff - that kind of thing - but 
J:Is there any label talk for the next there’s no distribution network for it so 
album? What are your plans?
H:When I get home from the Western it out in stores.

*

1I’d have to talk with labels about getting
laughing and have a good time, over of 

Jonny Gardhouse without a doubt stole course beer and wings 
the show with his arranging ability to

tour, I’m going to have about a month J:Are there any tour plans for after the 
and a half at home to record demos for album, or is that all up in the air right 
the next album, or the demos may be now? 
the next album. H: Everything’s up in the air right now, 
J:If the recordings end up being demos, because I want to take at least 2 months 
where do you plan on recording?
H:I don’t know who I’d like to work Toronto in December, but nothing else 

Ifl with, or where to record yet. It hasn’t as of now.

been investigated because I’ve been J:Alright, that’s it, thanks a lot for your 
doing my own stuff for so long.
J What about these new songs? They tour, and the new album, 
seem to take you in a different direction. H:Thank you.
A:I think the difference in my song
writing now is that for the first CD, I Hayden’s first CD, “everything I long 
recorded 21/2 years worth of acoustic for”, is readily available at finer record 
songs to be played live with one guitar stores or you can get it for only 12 
and vocals. For the new stuff, I want to bucks, postage paid, from Sonic Unyon 
get more into playing with other records, P.O. Box 57347, Jackson 
people, and I’m not content with just Station, Hamilton, On L8P4X2. Hayden 
one instrument and vocals anymore. 1 also has a video for “bad as they seem”, 
want new song structure -not just verse yeah -the one you always see on Much, 
- chorus- nice- whatever, and more long watch for the new album in ‘96.

off to record. I’m doing one show in

GEISIRHCID E
X MICHAEL EDWARDS

time and good luck with the rest of the
Just a very quick column this week Who’s Who of anyone who is anyone in 

as I've been much too busy talking to the UK music scene. There are 
Cub and all those other bands who contributions from Oasis (with Johnny 
played in town last week. A damned fine Depp playing lead guitar!), Blur, Suede, 
show. And that means that both Blur Radiohead, the Boo Radleys - the list just 
and Oasis will have to wait for another goes on and on. Paul McCartney 
week before their new albums get turns up to perform 'Come Together' 
reviewed But they will get a passing with Paul Weller and Noel Gallagher 33 
mention this week as both bands were years to the day after the Beatles 
involved in the special album I want to recorded the original, 
concentrate on.

Help is another 
of those charity 
albums. But before 
your preconceived frpMT 
ideas kick in and em 
make you run for I 
the door, read on. H 
This entire project is H 
different for a r| 

couple of reasons, frj 

Firstly, every single L 
track on this CD was ™

even

Most of the songs 
Ware unavailable 

elsewhere, and the
■ quality of them is 
U high right across the

IH board. Some

■ standouts are 
Sinead O'Connor's

L_i take on 'Ode To 
I Billy 

■■ Portishead

Competition Time...Competition Timemmm4.1 mmmIt
Well, at long last we've managed to give away the soundtrack to The Brothers McMullenU And the winner 

of that CD is (cue fanfare) Martin Blown, so he can come and pick that up at noon today.

And the winners of the other four CDs from last week's competition are 
Lisa MeParland, M-K Whitney, Allison Webster and Trevor Cavanugh.

They too can come in and pick up CDs at noon today - first come, first servedl!

And now to this week's competition where you have the chance to pick up one of the following goodies - 
The Presidents Of The United Stetes Of America CD, Holly Cole's latest CD Temptation 

Candharvas cassette. And all you have to do is answer the following guestion:

Whose songs does Holly Cole cover on her latest album?

The first three correct answers will win something or other. Just wait and

Joe',
'

. performing a new 
song 'Mourning

recorded on one day - September 4th Air', and Neneh Cherry being backed by 
All the bands spent that day in recording a mystery band who are alleged to be 
studios getting the songs down on tape REM. Lots of goodies.
(or disk - you get the idea). All the other 
behind the scenes stuff happened in the to all this wonderful music, all the
days that followed, and the album profits from the record are going to War 
reached the stores in the UK on Child, a charity which offers relief to the 
September 9th. It went on to sell 71,000 innocent victims of war. I can't

And the best thing is that in addition or e ?

copies in its first week. recommend it highly enough, and 
The second reason is the bands suggest that you go out and buy it right

involved - the list reads like a veritable this minute - it really is that good.
Isee...
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(they're both thin with a decent head of hair)
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CLEANERS AND LAUNDROMAT 
"The EXTRA Care Cleaners"

Since 1962

Full laundromat Featuring!
• Maytag Washers
• 35lb and 50lb Oversize Washers 

(for extra-big loads - SAVE Time & Money)
• Large Size Dryers
• Large Work Tables For Folding & Sorting
• Attendant On Duty
• Reading & Study Area With Color T.V.
• Drop Off Laundry Service
• Professional Dry Cleaning On Site 

(Specializing In Fine Fabrics 4 Bridal Wear)
• Ample Parking
• Air Conditioned

ciA-VI
e smum

O.C., RCA, LLD, DLit384 King Street 
Downtown

> winner

y-
Opening 

October 20, 1995 
Artist will be present

PUetA "PeCOA,
• Chicken & Mushroom with Tziiiki Sauce
• Steak & Mushroom Teriyald
• Vegetarian (we have many vegetarian dishes)
• Cajun chicken & mushroom
• Donairs

Exhibition continues until 
November 4, 1995odies - f

CV 458-5535
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

or e 'Plut

Gallery 78• Lasagna, Salads, Quiches

Bring your books along 
we'll supply the Expresso

Come in and Visit Our Facility Today. 
“You're Assured The Finest"

Also at 191 Main Street (North) 472-6551 
Minutes from UNB & STU 

at Beaverbrook Court

79(i Queen Street 
Fredericton, NB& DunDonald

Open For Breakfast (506) 454-5192Beaverbrook
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downtown to a out and meet his 
girlfriend. Some night after that 
I will be introduced to a friend 
of hers. Match making is very 
popular here in Korea. Apparently. 
though. if birthdays aren’t 
compatible then the match can’t 
be made.
That’s it for now, buddy. Take 

Care. I sent your insam cha 
[ginseng tea] the other day. I hope 
you enjoy it.

Love and affection.
Marcus

ii May 28 - 30f
; m i '

Annyong Haseyo!
After a couple of months of not 

touching a drop of alcohol, I went 
to a party last night and got 
pretty wrecked on soju, the local 
evil water. It smells like rubbing 
alcohol, if that’s any indication 
of what it’s like. One of the 
Korean teachers. Julie, bought a 
bottle for us. It’s 25% alcohol 
and costs about 600 won for a 
bottle about the size of a beer 
bottle. It tastes pretty awful to 
me. Dillan, another Korean teacher, 
came over to our apartment after 
the party because it was too late 
to take a bus back to his home 
(it’s about a two hour ride ! ) and 
he and I talked until 5 in the 
morning. Pretty crazy.
We have a new Korean teacher at 

the school. She starts in a week. 
Her English name is Belle. She 
says she studied German literature 
in university. Jennifer, another 
Korean teacher, also studied German 
literature, or history. Maybe it’s 
a big thing here. A couple of the 
Korean teachers recognised T.S. 
Eliot (who wasn’t German, of 
course) . and one of them read “The 
Waste Land’’ in Korean.

I went downstairs today for some 
no-cha (green tea) with Kim Ho 
Chin, my friend at the bank. 
Thursday night we are going
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_______3 best excuse you've heard?* '

Photos by : Heather Labrecque
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Dr. Wright- Business Admin. Denise Clark-Biology John Brander-Economics Dorothy Duplessis-Business Admin.

Sir, I can not take the test today because 
my girlfriend is having am abortion and I 
think I should be there.

I have not heard a good one yet. 1 couldn't do the assignment because I 
had to go to Montreal to coach a hockey 

game.

I took this course last term and failed so 
I should not have to do this assignment 
again.

Sills

■

I
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M *

.

\
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à
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Abdur Rahim-Business Admin. Vernon -Photo Necromancer III Raison d'Etre - Homecoming 95 Dino-dunker - NBA 95

I didn't get enough sleep, this test is too 

hard, I have too much work to do.
I thought the deadline was Thursday for 

photos not Tuesday.
Because the Venture Campaign didn’t 
raise enough cash.

But TSN told us that if we played in 
Toronto we'd be Canada's team.

rs r -
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Fredericton's REAL Sports Bar
ALEXANDER

Keith’s Crew 2
For info & Membership 

Grand-Puba Blucher 457-3 111 
Lance 457-3073

Thursday Oct 26th 8pm

This Time Both Bars

: his 
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lend 
very 
itly, 
en ’ t 
an ’ t

10HN#
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M
BPSat Oct 211■Hhr** tv*»"!

».
Take
cha
hope MEAT BIB SEA

Only $4 Advance 
Tuesday Oct 24th CD Release Party 

NEW CD "UP"
INDIA PALE ALE

»

ZERO il
V

Coming Soon
Fri Nov 10
The Pursuit of Happiness 
Tue Nov 7 
Gulag & Sunfish 
Dates to be announced 
The Skydiggers & Sandbox

Halloween Nite WORLD SERIES
Sat, Sun.The, Wed & Thu v£9

JUNKHOUSE•"I il

f ! :

K Tuesday Night Oct 31st 
with The Barstool Prophets

:;T;

•n
it I

'
Wear your Team colors 

fora free*beverage when
th*ywinT

* selected beverages only

t 11™ Sat 10am-4 
Sun 11am-4

For House or Group Reservations
Lance 457-3073 
Larry 457-1475
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UNE Student Union Easei
I!« (

♦

IFrontier College: Students 
For Literacy @ UNB/STU

CONGRATULATIONS
To The Following 

Newly Elected Candidates:

C.S. Representative:- 
Hilton Lem

ARTS Represents ves:- 
Johnathan Bishop 
Sarah Mullaly

EDUCATION Representative:-
Charles McCarthy

calls all members/non-members to attend an
important meeting on A

BOG - Board of Governors
Jeff Clark 
Kelly Lamrock

MONDAY, OCT. 30 
Room 203, SUB

Ti
te
M
TiFROM THE 

UNB STUDENT UNION at 5:30pm
Contact: Pamor Joan at 454-8905 

or E-mail Gina at 
STU_LIT@StThomasU.ca

&
6-

3.
ft
S»

E

GRAD CLASS u
&
Jc
CT

nr hi
PO.C.S.A. 

Halloween Party

If you are a member of A
K

Grad Clothing's On It's Way. 
It Will Be Here Early In November. 

All GRADS Welcome to Attend
Oktoberfest

FRIDAY OCT. 20th 
AITKEN CENTRE 

7:00 -1:00

a in
"1

Club or Society
and would like to 

advertize your events 

or meetings on this 

page please come by the 

Student Union Office 

(Room 126) in the SUB 

before 1:00pm on 

Tuesdays for your ad to 

go in Friday's edition of 

the Brun's

e
te
a

Time: October 27,1995 
8:00pm - 12:00am

Location: Wu Conference 
Centre

snack and drinks provided, 
and prizes will be given out

<

T
ir
I
T
al
T

f
\

L J
I

Are you interested in: 
-Traveling to Exotic Places 
-Experiencing Other Cultures 
-Developing Your Personal Skills

Check out

9 Listen Up Engineers! 
And all students.

I

i
I

CEPD 95 Î
-

AIESEC i
(Conference on Engineering 
Professional Development)

Tickets are running out fast!
"Attend this conference, 
it'll change your life!"

-Mike. B. Eng. Student 
"This conference was Absolutely great! 

I'm definitely coming next year!" 
-Delegate @ CEPD '94

Don't Miss Out Check Out

c
C
1

phone: 453-4959 

E-mail: AIES@unb.ca

GENERAL INFORMATION SESSION 
MONDAY, OCT. 23rd 

12:00 NOON 
ROOM 103 SUB

C
c
I
c

I
c
C
I4

(
c
(Student Union Beverage Services Inc. is looking for
t

BARTENDERS \
The c

cfor SUBS Inc. Bar Services
Please submit resumes to Darryl Kent in the Student Union Office, Rm 126 of the SUB. 

Must receive resumes before Friday, October 27, at 4:30pm..
lobby of Head Hall Today! <
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For Complete Varsity Reds Coverage ■ ■

Hockey..

V-Reds start season at 3-00

Trevor Boland sets all-time scoring mark
by Nell Duxbury 

Brunswickan Sports

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK |

Trevor Boland (Hockey)
The male athlete of the week is Tfcvor Boland of the \fcrsity Reds hockey 
team. The right winger from St. John's, Nfld. is in his second year of his 
Masters in Business Administration and is in his fourth year of eligibilizty. 
Trevor put in two fine performances to give UNB a pair of wins in their 
first two league games of the season. UNB defeated UCCB by a score of 
6-2 on Saturday the 14th and defeated St.FX on Sunday by a score of 4- 
3. Trevor had two goals in Saturday’s win over UCCB which earned him 
Pepsi Player of the Game and he scored one goal and two assists in 
Sunday's victory over StFX

Dianne Rogers (Field Hockey)
UNB's female athlete of the week is Dianne Rogers of the Xhrsity Reds 
field hockey team. The fifth year Bachelor of Science student from Saint 
John, NB played two excellent games to lead her team to a pair of wins 

over UPEI this past weekend. Demonstrating the type of play that earned 
her a 1994/95 AliAA All-Star, the co-captain had a remarkable five goal 
performance in a 7-1 victory on Fridaywhich earned her Pepsi Player of 

the Game. On Saturday she assisted on two of three goals in a 3-0 vic
tory. This makes Dianne the leading soorer in the AUAA with seven goals 
in six games and three goals in exhibition play. Coach Stacey Bean stated, 
"Dianne put forth one of the most outstanding goal scoring efforts I've 

ever witnessed in field hockey. She has emerged as a leader with the 
team this year, her work ethic and determination helped to set the tone 
of the game."

UNB opened their AUAA season 2-0 with a 

pair of home wins over the Kelly Division’s 

weakest teams on the back of stand-out per

formances from Trevor Boland and Toby 

Burkitt. They advanced their record to 3-0 

Wednesday night with a win over last year’s 

National Champions.

In an unexciting home opener the V-Reds 

took the UCCB Capers by a score of 6-2 in a 

slow, penalty strewn game. Jeff Andrews and

*■ • Çr

sv

WIN 3*
%

Trevor Boland made their presence felt with y 
a brace a piece. The highlight of the slow night gt «Éft

was provided by Miramichi native Dax 

MacLean. MacLean, described by coach Danny Trevor Boland may have missed on this one, but he was able to convert
Grain as “one of the most natural goal scor- four times to set the UNB goal scoring record, photo by Warren Watson 
ers in the league,” showed this ability when unwilling to comment on the refereeing he 

after being levelled in front of goalie Stu later added, “To lose your best player with Moncton to face the UdeM Aigles Bleu in the

Dunn’s crease he jabbed home the rebound seven minutes left in a one goal game where intimidating atmosphere of the J. Louis

there was no two minute unsportsmanlike Levesque Arena. Despite being outshot 41- 

Assistant coach Shane Easter, standing in conduct handed out is not what I’m used to 28, the V-Reds managed to pull out a 5—4

victory by virtue of goals scored by Andrews, 

Coach Grant was less reticent in his com- MacLean, Wright, Campeau, and Boland, 
for the game. There were maybe eight shifts ments. “The referees need to get a better feel Boland’s goal, his fourth of the season gave
where it was five on five."

*

ier of
Wednesday night, the V-Reds travelled to

iety of Billy Wright’s shot.

to for Grant for the day, had little positive to say seeing.” 

about the game. “I couldn’t get a good feel0B32B3ents
for what they should call and what they him sole possession of UNB’s goal scoring 

Sunday’s game against the St.FX X-Men shouldn’t. Often there is confusion among record with 67. Boland played for the V-Reds

proved to be more of a test for the V-Reds. the players, coaches, and everyone.” He had from 1991 to 1993 but spent the last year back

Things started badly for the Reds when Brian earlier stated, “It’s against everything they’ve home in Newfoundland. With four goals in

O’Neill got behind Kayle Short and found an [the players] been taught for a whole lot of the first three games he seems to have quickly

open corner behind goalie Frank LeBlanc. years."

Four minutes later the Reds were level after

his Gymnasts Wanted
The UNB Co-ed Cheerieading Team is currently seeking male and fe
male gymnasts. Interested individuals should call Tammy at 454-7995.

Ironmen Rugby
The UNB Ironmen will be playing three games at College Field tomorrow 
afternoon. First the "B" squad will tackle the STU "A" squad at 12:30 pan 
Then the "A" squad will play the Saint John Thojans at 2;00p.m. Finally, the 
"C squad will host the STU "B" squad at 3:30 p.m.

>y the
ffice
SUB rediscovered his scoring touch.

UNB Captain Wade Simpson offered the This weekend sees the first skirmishes in 
Burkitt fed Boland to conclude the two on players’ perspective. “It’s something we have the “Battle of the Hill.” Friday night's game 

one break.
on

to meet the refis halfway on.... The guys have at the LBR and Saturday afternoon’s AUC 

The X-Men restored their lead at the top been doing quite well, especially today [Sun- encounter do not count towards the AUAA 

of the second, making good use of a two man day], staying away from the penalties they’re standings. They should, however, provide a

pair of challenges for this young UNB team.

ad to 
ion of

RESULTS

Women's Soccer
UNB-l, Mt.A-0 

UNB-2, UPEI-2

Field Hockey
UNB-7, UPEI-1 

UNB-3, U PEI-0

Hockey
UNB-6, UCCB-2 

UNB-4, St.FX-3 

UNB-5, UdeM-4

Men's Soccer
UPEI-2, UNB-l

advantage. Ten minutes later, the advantage calling, 

worked the other way. After an incident sent 

three X-Men but only one V-Red to the box,

UNB scored on both ends of the resultant

Men's Soccer

V-Reds suffer first loss
double power play to take the lead for the 
first time. Jason Campeau tied the game when by Murray Thorpe 

he took Burkitt’s pass and waited for the St.FX Brunswickan Sports

goalie to go down before placing the puck 

over him. Burkitt turned from provider to

with UNB’s scoring chances at one end and 

saves by UNB keeper Mike Green of two 

UPEI penalty kicks at the other. With the 

UNB's men’s soccer team travelled to PEI lead and the weather conditions, UPEI was 

scorer for the third goal, taking advantage of October 15, where they played to a 2-1 able to go into a defensive shell and as a

good work by Andrews and Boland. Chris loss to the University of Prince Edward Is- result they handed the V-Reds a 2-1 loss.

Peach finished the period’s scoring to stretch land Panthers. Field conditions were less This loss does not drop the V-Reds out of

than ideal, which made play tough for both first place, however, but they now share it 

For the third time in the afternoon, St.FX sides. UPEI's practices on their fields in the with the Dalhousie Tigers.

During the game, the V-Reds received

■ ■ ■

2?

UNB’s lead to two.

THIS WEEK IN UNB SPORTS started the period with an early goal, scored rain may have given them the upper hand

by captain Steve Martell. However, a pair of over the V-Reds on this day. Not practis- one yellow card while the Panthers had

penalties cut into their efforts to get the tying ing in the rain does keep UNB’s fields in four with one disqualification. Although

goal. First, O’Neill went off for five minutes better condition, but Coach Gary Brown the Panthers ended the game one man

and a game misconduct for checking Peach said that practice in poor playing condi- short, this was still enough to play effec-

into the doorway to the UNB bench. Second, tions is a must to keep pace with oppo- tive defensive soccer. When asked about

Martell was penalised for a ten minute major nents. Poor field conditions may have af- foul trouble, Coach Brown said he only had

with only seven minutes left in the game. Both fected the ball handling of the Reds just one player with six points. If a player re-

St.FX and UNB had good chances in the final enough to make the difference in a tight ceives enough yellow cards (worth three

minutes but neither were able to convert, contest.

Men's Basketball
October 20 @ LB Main Gym (4:30 p.m.Jfor UNB Fall Classic 

October 21 @ LB Main Gym (4:00 p.m.Jfor UNB Fall Classic

Women's Basketball
October 20 @ LB Main Gym (2:30 p.m.) for UNB Fall Classic 

October 21 @ LB Main Gym (2:00 p.m.) for UNB Fall Classic

Men's Soccer
October 20 @ UdeM

October 22 @ Chapman Field (2:00 p.m.) vs. Mt A

Hockey
October 20 @ LBR (7:30 p.m.) vs. STU 

October 21 @ Aitken Centre (1:00 p.m.) vs. STU

Field Hockey
October 21 @ SMU 

October 22 @ SMU

Cross Country
October 21 @ Odell Park (11:00 a.m.) for UNB Open

Women's Soccer
October 21 @ Chapman Field (3:00 p.m.) vs. MUN 
October 22 @ Chapman Field (12:00 p.m.) vs. MUN

Swimming
October 22 @ Sir Max Aitken Pool (1:00 p.m.)vs. Mt.A

ng
it)

points each) and red cards (worth six 

Paul Noble tied the game at one in the points each) to total nine points, then thatleaving the V-Reds with a well deserved win.

Both coaches later commented on the first half with his fifth of the season, giv- player will be lost for a full game, 

penalties that proved to be the turning points, ing him the AUAA scoring lead. In the sec-

Danny Murray, of St.FX, said, “We let our ond half, the only counter was scored by UNB players due to injury. The V-Reds may 

emotions get the better of us and it changed UPEI. The game was full of excitement, 

the momentum of the game.” While he was

During the game there was no loss of

mt! Continued on page 19
i

Ze

rO In the heart of Downtown Fredericton, and only steps away from 
the university campus, Kings Place has everything you need under 
one roof. Visit the specialty stores, gift boutiques, restaurants and 
services of Kings Place. From pharmacy to bank, sporting goods 
to fashion, rediscover shopping in the heart of the Downtown. 
With convenient free parking all day 
Saturday in our covered garage. Kings 
Place truly is shopping made simple.

O-O

lit crrfcc

Zer'O
M-W 9-5:30 

Th-F 9-9 
SAT 9-5'S Ze C^ooc/yz DOWNTOWN FREDERICTON

Mt. Rllison at Chapman Field (2:00 p.m. Sun.) in flUfifi Men s Soccer■ ■ ■
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Rugby Women's Soccer

IBarbarians give clinic to ironmen v-Reds remain undefeated
by Matt Roherty ** . » ___ ,t by Mark Savoie ble to put UNB ahead. However, the

Brunswickan Sports

by Mark Savoie 

Sports Editor ever zealous referee called a final pen

alty for the Panthers which they were 

The UNB Varsity Reds have risen to sec- able to convert for the tie.

ond place in the very tough AUAA wom
en’s soccer standings. They managed with the team's effort over the week- 

this on the strength of a 1-0 victory over end, especially given the number of 

the Mt. Allison Mounties and a 2-2 tie games that his star players have been 

with the UPE1 Panthers last weekend, putting in. “Eight of the players have 

Only defending CI AU champions played seven games in ten days, play- 

Dalhousie remain ahead of them. These ing for UNB and at the national senior 

two teams are slated to meet here in championships.” he observed. “Consid- 

Fredericton in a match which could ering the injuries we had and the sched- 

determine the top seed for the AUAA ule we had, I was pleased with three

out of four points.”

He is especially happy with the 

was Leslie Hachey, who broke the score- team's position in the standings right 

less tie with a goal in the second half now as the season winds down. “We're 

which puts her at the top of the scoring one point out of first and we play the

race with eight goals. The second match teams that we got to beat, so it’s per-

saw three goals scored on penalty kicks, feet.”

two of them by UPEI. The first of the
Panthers’ goals came in a first half in tackling the seventh place Memorial 

which the V-Reds were forced to play University of Newfoundland Seahawks 

into a heavy wind. Come the second half (4-4,12 pts.) in a pair of games to be 

the wind had died down, leaving them played at Chapman Field. Game times 

without the anticipated advantage. Still, are 3:00 p.m. tomorrow and 12:00 p.m. 

Nina Brokopp got the goal back with a on Sunday. This will be their last games 

outs was not expected and therefore penalty of her own and Michelle prior to their season ending clashes

games will be rescheduled when time Raymond scored in a goal mouth scram- against Acadia and Dalhousie.

by
Sp

Last Hiesday international rugby came to 

Fredericton. The touring Australian Bar

barians stopped for their third Canadian 

match against the Loyalist's President’s 

Select XV, a team made up of Loyalist play

ers and several “ringers” from as far away 

as Halifax, Quebec, and BC. In their last 

match the Barbarians crushed Ontario’s

Coach Miles Pinsent was pleased
Th

5*
pei

Vu
en
do;

the

the\
team by almost 100 points. Naturally, I had 

expected a monumental slaughter. I was 

surprised. Although the Aussies did win 

77-8, the Loyalists played so well that call

ing it a slaughter would be unjust. In fact, 

although the Loyalists could only manage 

one try, the ball changed hands constantly 

in the most fast paced game I’ve seen to 

date. The only try for the Loyalists was 

scored by winger Scott MacAfee late in the 
first half The remaining three points were 

booted in on a penalty kick by MacAfee.

At this point the score was 47-8. Although 

he scored no trys, I was particularly im

pressed by Loyalist fullback John 

Walstenholme, who seemed to play with 

maniacal intensity, in one case chasing 

down one of the Aussie wingers to pre- TOUCH FOOTBALL 

vent a try. The Barbarians, as expected, 

played wonderfully. They seemed always The first round of the competitive permits. Team managers will be noti-

to be on the attack, playing as intensely at tournament has been completed, tied of any rescheduled games,

the end of the game as they did at the be- Congratulations to The Crimson Tide,

the

3-<

Pai
championship tournament.

The scoring hero of the first game
18
pe<
hæ

UNB's Brian Jones looks on In despair for the Fredericton 
Loyalists as a Barbarian scores yet another try.

tui

He

photo by Robert Fernandez Sta
plaining about the ticket price, but as far much. One can only hope that this will be 
as I’m concerned, watching an interna- the first of many international matches in 

tional rugby match is worth at least that Fredericton.

naiThis weekend the V-Reds will be

the

go

Campus Recreation un
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thsAs some teams may have noticed, 
ginning. To say the least, their fitness was Neill Knights, All Blacks, Aitken, and Bridges has defaulted out of the

the Neill Warriors for making it to the league and has been replaced by a 

second round. See the schedule team from Rosary Hall. The Rosary 

posted outside the intramural office Hall Reapers will replace Bridges 

for an update on the competitive tour- House in the schedule.

V
gai

impressive.
Beyond the game itself the Loyalists 

put on an excellent event, several door 

prizes were drawn and, although 

crowded, the beer tent was large enough 

to be comfortable. Once outside, specta

tors found some of the coldest weather

rV Pai

. & 1
I

.
i it c

vei
the

The Party Chiefs, Mackenzie Mon- 

There have been a significant sters, and Neill Warriors each have

nament.
up

pe
number of games cancelled this sea- one default and will be excluded from Field hockey goalie Krista Harris and soccer midfielder Mattlas 
son because of rain. This many rain— the league if they default once more. Mangberg were named UNB's Athletes of the Month for Sep

tember. photo by Judson DeLong

yet this year, driving some of us back to 

the beer tent. I heard many people com-
dis
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Bean's world is still perfectted i
vever, the 
final pen- 
they were

by Mark Savoie 
Sports Editor I had the good fortune to attend the Toronto Raptors game against the 

Philadelphia 76ers in Saint John earlier this week. The Raptors lived 
up to their expansion team billing by being blown out by 76ers, de
spite the fact that the 76ers are a horrible team that the Raptors had 
managed to beat by almost 20 points the night before in Halifax. I’m 
sure that the Raptors poor performance was a disappointment for many 
of those present, since the game rarely got closer than the 38-16 score 
which was the result of the first quarter. In fact, the last time the Raptors 
were within ten points was with 4:52 left in the first quarter. I, how
ever, found the whole experience rather enjoyable, since I long ago 
decided that I despise everything about the Raptors organisation. I have 
made exceptions for John Salley and Ed Pinckney, plus for the 7’3" 
390 lb. behemoth (Thomas Hamilton) who sat on the Toronto bench 
leering at the Raptorettes throughout the game.

My problem with the Raptors is my disgust with their Blue Jaysish 
attempt to decree for themselves the title as ‘Canada's team.' Person
ally, I am far more fond of the Vancouver Grizzlies and their rather low 
key approach than I am of the Raptors. The Grizzlies appear to be ap
proaching the NBA as entertainment through sport, with sport being 
the most important component. The Raptors, on the other hand, seem 
to be giving the sport component of basketball very short shrift, in
stead concentrating on mere entertainment. On the surface this does 
not seem like such a bad ideal. After all, if you’re paying godawful prices 
to watch a game of hoops, you sure as hell want to be entertained in 
the process. However, there is a trap in this line of thinking which it is 
important to avoid. Simply put, it must be remembered that the game 
is the real entertainment, the only one that really matters. The Raptors’ 
organisation appears to be in serious danger of forgetting just that. 
They seem to be so entranced with the idea being a part of the glitzy 
NBA that they are not putting enough emphasis on the quality of the 
product they are trying to sell. I’m not suggesting that they’re not try
ing to win, but I am concerned that they are not displaying a willing
ness to pay the price that winning entails. They have to come to realise 
that winning ugly is far superior to losing pretty and also, ultimately, 
more profitable.

This, however, is not nearly so offensive to me as is their marketing 
strategy. First of all, the logo is an utter and complete travesty, second 
to only that of the Mighty Ducks of Anaheim as the stupidest logo in 
elite sports. One can only imagine the embarrassment that John Salley 
(an athlete who always impressed me with his dignified bearing on the 
court) feels when he puts his jersey on, with its Mickey Mouse Raptor 
logo emblazoned on the front. The sad thing about the logo is not 
even so much the logo itself, but the self-congratulatory attitude of 
the Raptors organisation with regard to the logo. In their program for 
the game in Saint John they proudly state that first round draft pick 
Damon “Stoudamire brings the team a recognizable face to go with the 
highly marketable Raptor image.” That's right, they’re announcing 
to the public that the Raptor logo is highly marketable. Why the hell 
should we care about something like that? All we, as fans, are sup
posed to care about is the quality of the product, not how it is pack
aged. Things such as packaging are supposed to be left in the board 
room. That the Raptors are so publicly announcing that their logo is 
“highly marketable” is an indication that they are more interested in 
the packaging than in the product.

Still, even this does not offend me nearly so much as does their 
‘Canada’s team’ ploy. The game in Saint John was technically a neutral 
site game. After all, Saint John is essentially the same distance from 
Philadelphia as it is from Toronto. Nevertheless, the whole thing was 
done like a Raptors home game. The program I bought for the game 
only mentions the 76ers on one page, that being the centre insert which 
includes the rosters. The rest of the program is essentially a tribute to 
the Raptors. Granted, the majority of the people there were there for 
the Raptors, but I doubt that I was the only person there who was hop
ing for the 76ers. First of all, the Raptors are not Canada’s team. How 
can they be when they aren’t even the only team in Canada? However, 
even if the Grizzlies didn’t exist, 1 would still find the Raptors’ gross 
appeal to patriotism to be more than mildly abhorrent, and not just a 
little bit provincial. I’ve been a Boston Celtics fan since I was old 
enough to become a fan of any type. I’ve been a Minnesota 
Timberwolves fan since they entered the league out of respect for the 
memory of George Mikan and the old Minneapolis Lakers. I’ve also 
become a Grizzlies fan as of this year precisely because they are a Ca
nadian team. And yet, the Grizzlies have never clubbed me over the 
head with a shameless appeal to my Canadianness. Had the Raptors 
employed less of a hard sell I might have been won over. Still, I’m just 
one person, and their feel good over the top approach seems to be 
working. That and their highly marketable image.

Lastly, the Raptors are not a good basketball team. This is not sur
prising, since they are just an expansion team. It will be interesting, 
however, to see just how long they stay bad and what Canada’s reac
tion to them will be as loss after loss piles up. We will, of course, be 
able to watch it all on the Toronto Sports Network. I wonder if they’ve 
even realised that the Grizzlies are in the league.
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The 20 or 30 people who braved near 
perfect conditions to watch the UNB 
Varsity Reds at Chapman Field last week
end got to see yet another typically 
dominating performance. Last weekend 
they hosted the second place UPEI Pan
thers for a pair of games and blasted 
their competition by scores of 7-1 and 
3-0. In their four games against the 
Panthers this season they have scored j 
18 goals and allowed just three. Some 1 
people had anticipated that there might 1

have been a drop-off with the depar- Dianne Rogers follows through after yet another shot at goal 
ture of last year’s coach, Donna against UPEI. Rogers scored five goals on the weekend. 
Hornibrook, but the V-Reds under
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lings right 
vn. “We're 
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>o it’s per- photo by Warren Watson

Stacey Bean have been even more domi- wanted to do. The only difference to- resentative. I think that it’s just a true
nant than last year’s unbeaten squad. day is we didn’t put the ball in the net. indicator of who your best conference

Charla Currie vaulted to second in Yesterday, you had Dianne Rogers, who team is.
the AUAA scoring race with a pair of had an outstanding individual effort; the
goals in each game, but even she was finest I’ve seen in a very long time in and there’s four soccer games on the
unable to keep pace with Dianne this game. Whereas today, you had a field that weekend; gets mucked up;
Rogers’ amazing game last Saturday, couple of people who looked like they never know which way the ball’s gonna
Rogers scored five goals for the V-Reds had a goal and they didn’t. We did the bounce. The nationals are played on
on that day to raise her total to a league things that we wanted to do and we turf you might as well play your con-
leading seven, one ahead of Currie. She made them play our game, as opposed ference on turf. But, c’est la vie, and

we’ll do the best we can.”

ds will be 
Memorial 
Seahawks 

unes to be 
ame times 
12:00 p.m. 
last games 
lg clashes

“Whereas on grass, it starts raining,

5
e.

has been named AUAA and CIAU female to yesterday.”
athlete of the week on the strength of One thing Bean is not happy with is The V-Reds will be closing out the 
that effort and her two assists in the next that UNB’s Chapman Field will be the regular season this weekend with a pair

site of the AUAA championship. This had of games against the St. Mary’s Huskies
Die V-Reds were able to dominate the been originally scheduled for the turf (0-4-2,2 pts.). T -• Huskies have man-

Panthers from the beginning of play, and field at SMU, but it has since been de- aged just one go . thus far this season,
it came as no surprise when Currie con- cided that the first place team at the end that being the first goal (against UNB)
vetted a penalty comer 13 minutes into of the season will serve as host, 
the game. Fifteen minutes later they were
up 4-0. Currie had scored off of another first place. The decision to move the
penalty comer and then Rogers began her championship tournament to the field UNB powerhouse in their two games
display. Cheryl McQuillan managed a goal of the first place team was made during against each other thus far.
for UPEI a minute before half-time but the coaches meeting during the sum- ------------------—---------------------

the issue was far from in doubt. The sec- mer, when Donna Hornibrook was still $ SOCCGI*
ond half was simply the Dianne Rogers head coach of the V-Reds. Hornibrook Continued from page 18 
show, as she pumped in three more goals, and the UPEI coach voted for this op-
The last two of these were things of beauty, tion. Now that Hornibrook is no longer
For both goals she answered crossing here, it had been hoped that the tour-
passes by one-timing them past the ut- nament could be sent back to SMU as
terty helpless goalie.

game.a

of their first game this season. Since 
The V-Reds have already clinched then they have been scored upon ten

times, including six by Stacey Bean’s

Vlattlas
Sep-
DeLong

sore shins but nobody suffered an in
jury that would prevent them from play
ing this weekend. Coach Brown felt a 
few of his players would be “hobbling 
around campus this week."

The V-Reds play in Moncton on 
Friday, October 20. Then they are 
home to play Mount Allison for 
Homecoming on Sunday, October 22 
at 2:00 p.m. at Chapman Field. The 
V-Reds will not be short any players 
and with the addition of Gray 
Zurheide, they will have a full com
plement as they go into this week
end’s important matches. With only 
two regular season games left after 
this weekend the V-Reds want to be 
in one of the top two places of their 
conference in order to get a bye in 
the first round of the upcoming 
AUAA’s.

This weekend should provide 
some entertaining soccer. On Satur
day, if you cut TSN’s “Soccer Satur
day” short by one half hour, you will 
be able to catch the start of the Alumni 
Soccer Game at Chapman Field (at 
1:30 p.m.). On Sunday, of course, you 
will be able to cheer on the V-Reds 
as they host Mount Allison at 2:00 
p.m., also at Chapman Field.

in years previous, but UPEI has refused 
UPEI managed to hold Rogers score- to agree to this, instead going with the 

less the next day, but still were behind hope that a sloppy field at UNB might 
even earlier than in the first game, when even up the odds enough for them to 
Rebecca Wight scored just three min- sneak out a victory, 
utes into the struggle. This was followed 
by two goals by Charla Currie, both off hedged Bean about the decision. “Cer- 
of penalty comers. The offensive jug- tainly it’s good for our program, in 
gernaut of the day before was not terms of publicity wise it’s good for us 
present, however, and the V-Reds were to host the championship. Mind you,
limited to preserving goalie Krista when the CIAU mandates that your na- 
Harris’s third shutout of the season.

X

“I’m not totally dissatisfied with it,”

tional championships has to be played 
Of the two games, Stacey Bean was on turf; in my world it makes a lot more 

more pleased with the second despite sense to play your conference champi- 
the seven goal explosion in the first. “Ws onships on turf because then whoever 
played a bit more disciplined today,” may go from your conference, you’re 
explained Bean. “W; did the things we just sending your best conference rep-
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76ers deep six the Raptors in Saint John mj

n*by Peter J. Cullen 

Brunswickan Sports
gence of rookies Damon Stoudamire, To- Shawn Bradley. Toronto’s head coach,
ronto’s first-ever draft pick, and Philly’s Brendan Malone, was impressed with
Jerry Stackhouse, proclaimed to be “the Rogers’ performance, saying, “1 think

The National Basketball Association made next Michael Jordan.” The game itself, al- Carlos Rogers showed us a lot tonight. He
its highly touted return to Saint John on though occasionally flat and listless, was will continue to score down low and we’ll
Monday evening. If the lure of professional not terrible; however, the Raptors could continue to go to him.” Chris Whitney, af-
sports was not enough, Canada’s new fa- never make it close. Scoreless through the ter getting splinters from his pine time in
vourite team, the Toronto Raptors, was first 4:44 of the contest, forward Andres San Antonio the past two seasons, also
playing their second exhibition game, this Guibeit finally tallied two points to get the made his presence known for the Raptors
one within the confines of Harbour Sta- Raptors on the scoreboard,
tion. Although the Raptors were beaten
severely the crowd appeared quite pleased known players definitely displayed im-
to witness NBA action again.

3h£>

gwith his all-around contributions Mon- <***•
Despite the shellacking, several un- day night.

But the 28 point loss prompted Coach 
pressive talent. The 6T1" Carlos Rogers, Malone to admit that his team fared very

Despite the lopsided 121-93 score, the following on the heels of his somewhat poorly against the 76ers, whom they de
match-up between the Toronto Raptors disappointing rookie year, recorded 29 feated 120-107 Saturday night in Halifax,
and the lowly Philadelphia 76ers proved points on 10-for-13 shooting, often go- “[Philadelphia was] stung, probably em-
entertaining in the least. The 6297 fans ing right through Philly’s big men like barrassed, and they weren’t going to let
on hand witnessed the heralded emer- Richard Dumas and the sky scraping 76" that happen twice.... W: had 30 turno

vers [and] 16 assists, and that’s never 
gonna win a game. They scored 14 lay
ups on transition because we were too 
impatient on offence. ... The quick shot 
resulted in a long rebound and they were 
off to the races." He summarised by say
ing, “It’s a learning experience and we're 
gonna see a lot of games like that this year. ” 

Despite losing, the Raptors were un
deniably the night’s main attraction, per
haps to the point where the promotion 
became blatant advertising. Sporting their 
white home jerseys and donning the title 

. , , , of “Canada’s team,” the Raptors were re-
. tror*^ showings also came from warded with tremendous cheering, ap-

won gold by placing first in the Varsity UNB s Novice Women s Eight crew of lause foreach dunk steal,
Women s Pair. Nussey later linked up Chantalle Durell, Krista Smith, Tara and block. The dinosaur logo emblazoned
with Becky Daye, Jane Thornton, Anna Jarvis, Jenny Hughes, Michelle Atkins, on the gj— overhead sœreboard and
Robak, and Krista Phillips to take UNB’s Carla Lam, Michelle Morin, Rachel the Raptor banners dangling from the roof
second gold in the Women's Youth Rozen, Heather Sisk, and Karen Wilson; no doufot that ^ 7^ were stran.
Coxed Four. Natasha Powers stroked to and the Novice Men's crews with gers in a strange land,
a strong fifth place finish in the Worn- Anthony Branscombe, Devin Coffin, The Raptor prize packages, the danc-
en s Novice Single Scull. Steve Thompson, Luke Vallee, llango ing dino mascot, and the “Raptor—ettes”

Despite having worked out together Silva, Johnathan Greer, Jess Walker, all hyped the game at different stages. But
as a Varsity crew for less than a month, Ryan Gamble, Collin Hunter, and Justin with the appreciation displayed by the fins
Jeff Faulkner, Steve Olmstead, Leigh Al- Clark. for the professional baskeball talent, the
exander, and Rene Alexander turned in Having established themselves in NBA will most likely, and wisely, sched- 
a solid performance in the hotly con- Connecticut, UNB athletes are now ule another game for next year in its at
tested Men's Open Coxed Four. The poised for their next test later this tempt to capture more small market au
tour finished just over two minutes be- month in Saratoga Springs, New York. diences.

à
V

Rowing
UNB rowers visit Connecticut

4

"Beware the Eastern Crew" is the UNB hind the New York Athletic Club in a 
Rowing Club's motto. After the team’s crowded affair that included 28 crews, 
performance last weekend at the pres- Olmstead and Faulkner teamed up in 
tigious Head of the Connecticut Regatta, the Men's Open Double Scull and fin- 
UNB’s competition is taking special ished behind NYAC and Yale University, 
notice of the phrase.

Despite UNB’s rebuilding year bill- definitely getting stronger,” said 
ing, UNB athletes were strong at the Olmstead of the men's crews. “Last 
catch in claiming two gold medals and weekend was very positive for all of 
four top ten finishes.

Chamelle Hanley and Lisa Nussey

f :>

, Idt
“We clicked in Connecticut and are
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7’6" Shawn Bradley of the 76ers welcomes 5'10" Toronto 
rookie Damon Stoudamire to the NBA. photo by Mike Dean
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Best Specials 
In TownEVERY WEDNESDAY

at Sunday - All you can eat spaghetti for 
just $4."

Monday - Buy one Burger 
get one Free

Tuesday - All you can eat wings 
for $7."

Wednesday- Marguerita night, buy a
Fajita and receive buy one
get one free marguerita's 
all night

ON OCTOBER 25th^J^ COULD 
WIN TICKETS TO
SEE

9 * Specials must have a purchase of a beverage
* All specials starting at 7:00p.m.

458-5636
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HARDUIRRC OR CARPCT CRUISERS space. Some bears will snatch your backpack, 

carry it to an alder grove and sample what’s 
While tree planting near Bear Lake in British inside. Others have ripped tents apart looking

Columbia a young rookie asked Dan The Man where for some easy treats, I still have a cake of soap

he lived. He laughed in her face and said:

“Right here."
with teeth marks. Bears will enter a tent any 

damn way they fancy; they may leave it standing 
Now Dan has a beautiful home he built himself but they’ll probably leave it flat, after using it 

on a lake close to Nanaimo. Me? I still live in a tent for an afternoon nap. A friend of mine got up in

for four months of the year. In my formative years the morning with two muddy bear paw tracks 

a planter 1 would supplement low tree prices by on the door of his tent. He didn’t hear a thing, 

hiking deep into the foothills of the Northern Coastal

✓

o 1
fc\as

BSThe point of telling these tales is to illustrate 
Mountain Range and picking pine mushrooms, or I my point: nature can deliver unexpected forces,

would find work as a swacker. I lived and worked Anyone can have the latest of the good • a super

outside for six months of the year, mostly in the pricey conductive whatchamacallit, but once you

unpredictable weather of Northwestern British loan it to your good buddy nature, it stands a than my personal notations. Please keep a grain of true craftsmanship: two generations • one pair
Columbia. September and October were spent in good chance of coming back as a pile of of salt in mind while reading,

the rain and snow of the Nass Valley or the Peace punched-out plastic. What nature often returns

r
Stuff

of Dexter’s.

Tents : Since my planting career has begun I’ve My Nike day hikers were light and very
River region; in these areas it is not uncommon to is something that has been torqued, trashed and used four different tents; the first was involved in comfortable, but they were duct taped after six

endure forty five days of rain - straight. Non stop, traumatised into the category of paper weight, a very traumatic and unfortunate fire, one lasted months. I have to admit that one of them got stuck

Every day it would rain. Get the picture? Nature never takes good care of your stuff, three years and the final two I still have. in a dirt bike chain, so what can you expect? Still

Making a living as a tree planter can be arduously Actually, nature has been downright careless The first tent was a Canadian Tire luxury model, they are definitely not designed to last the long

difficult on all facets of the body, mind and spirit, with some of my stuff. It sucked. The zippers fell apart, the stitching haul, I associate most Nike products with Sony

It s even harder on your stuff. I ve seen tents blown So that’s what I want to tell you about - what frayed and the poles broke more often than my Sport Walkmans - if they live past one year they

apart by wind gusts, not just pushed over or maybe I think works and what I’ve found to be inferior, shoe laces. My solution was to bum it. The second deserve to be stamped "antique",

a tattered fly - blown apart - poles splintered, tie When combining the seasons I’ve enjoyed as a one, built by Mountain Tech, managed to last three Three associates of mine have purchased

down points ripped out (pegs still in the ground), planter and tripping into the backcountry I can years then the zippers went to pot. It was Zamberlans with unfortunate results. The boots

walls reduced to strips of frayed nylon, leaving the recall destroying sleeping bags, tents, boots, abandoned in the McGregor valley. The last two were bought from Mountain Equipment Co-op, so

owners few possessions lying in the mud. stoves, shells, gloves, flashlights, knives, are a North Face Tadpole and a Sears special. The a variety of refunds and deals were worked out. A

A flash flood earned away a tree planting camp, backpacks, bikes, snowboards, not to mention Sears special won’t survive the up coming season, pair of hiking boots should have a life span of at

The crews belongings floated down the Fraser River, the bumps and bruises I've been served along

1
f

r

y For backpacking trips I use my North Face least two years. If you pay more than two hundred 
a Toyota pick up was completely submerged and the the way. So I’m going to give you a brief run Tadpole, it's a great three season tent: the big dollars they should last at least five years and if

cooking trailer had to be salvaged with a Rolagon (a down on the stuff I’ve used, do use and would bonuses are two people fit with gear and it only you spend over two-fifty the boots should be

huge six tire all terrain vehicle, it weighs about eight like to try. Remember this not an end all, know weights a little more than four pounds. The the road to hand me downs,

tons). Mighty miserable folks waited for the river to everything gear test. I just want to share a few downfalls are few but noticeable: condensation Two companies I respect are Vasque and

drop so they could salvage some of their water of the things I've learned. Tents and boots will and a minuscule vestibule. Sportiva. 1 bought my Vasques second hand and

logged stuff. Tree production was somewhat low the be commented on this week; packs, bags and Dan The Man has a MEC Snowfield, he and his they’ve carried me many a mile. They are well 

following couple of days. other basics will be covered in future articles, lovely wife Molly lived in it after she burned down constructed with top quality materials and I found

Black bears have very little regard for personal The following paragraphs contain nothing more their first home. Verdict: lots of room, stable and their peak performance to be carrying loads in the

an unbeatable deal for the exceptional quality. light to medium range. The drawbacks are low 

When buying a tent for backpacking look at the ankle support and the tongue floats all over the

zippers and make sure they are beefy and run place. My friend Terry also owns a pair and only

smoothly. The next feature I take into has great things to say about his Vasque

consideration is the size and weight. Will it fit you, Sundowners. Bought fresh off the shelf these boots

your companion and all your gear? If you are going are in the two hundred dollar plus ball park, 

on multi-day trips you may want to consider Sportiva heavy weight hiking boots are the good, 

spending extra cash for a high quality and light Stiff, zero flex (especially torsion), fiberglass shank 

weight tent. The final items I look at are the and the extended seal for the sole has grooves for 

materials. Chintzy stitching (crooked or single crampon bindings. The drag of these boots is the 

strand), uneven stretch in the tent fabric (or fly) long breaking-in process, this is due to the thick

and cheap grommets are all clear indicators to leather and unforgiving stiffness; but they are

move on and look at another tent. Be careful when designed to replace hardshell mountaineering 

buying Outbound tents, they are notorious for boots so this is understandable. I hope to use and

abuse these boots for the next ten years. The price 

Boots : I’ll apologise now for anything I say from tag is pretty steep, about two seventy-five to three 
here on in, when it comes to hiking boots I am fifty, depending on the model, 

very critical and demanding. An example of this That's all for now, sometime in the future I'll 

is the relationship between Metre 11 and I. We are make some egotistical comments on backpacks, 

not on speaking terms, due to a pair of Merrells stoves and my favourite bitch - sleeping bags, 

that lasted me less than a year. Less than one year If you're in the market for new gear, please 

for a hundred and fifty dollar pair of boots? I was support local business. If you can't find what you

want, please try to buy Canadian products. Support

on

>
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iww6aiià#i ridiculous designs.

SATURDAY NIGHT, OCT. 28, 1995

ripped off.

On the other hand, my friend Doug has a pair us, not the U.S. 

of boots his dad passed on. Now here’s an example

CASH PRIZES FOR BEST COSTUME 
1ST, 2ND & 3RD

OVER $500. IN CASH TO BE WONil 
CONTEST IS AT MIDNIGHT!

sss

S3 3*; m5*
S3 Sr585

*

SURPRISE GIVEAWAYS ALL NIGHT LONG!I

DOOR PRIZE DRAWS FOR THOSE 
BRAVE ENOUGH TO DRESS UP 11

m.
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Tbp: Sportiva. Bottom: Vasque. Free shelter from the wind. Renous, N.B.
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TheBuy /Sell /Trade
IBM, SNES, Sega Games, 
CD's & Stereo Equipment

Digital World
455-2274

A
RIDESFOR SALE ing

CD-ROM Games for sale. Full Throttle 

and Perfect General-2. Both 140.00, 
boxes and manuals included. Only one 
month old. Call Mike at 452-0095.

1990 Optima. 18,000 km, Red immacu
late condition, 2 new winter tires, up 
to date safety inspection. Asking 
14500.00. Phone. 459-5831.

Mcl
Need a ride to Halifax or anywhere on 

the way October 27 and return on 
October 29? Please call 454-8905 ASAP.

Computer 386SX, 4MB Ram, 40MB 

Hard Drive, internal modem, software 
(Windows, Word, Excel, Procom). 
Great for assignments and projects. 
Only $700 o.b.o. Call Brian @ 457- 

2943.

p.m

The
will

Computer for sale. 386-SX-40, 4 meg 
RAM, 1 meg video card, 80 meg hard 

drive, 14" monitor, keyboard, mouse, 
Windows 3.11, DOS 6.2 and other soft
ware installed. $700.00. Call Jen or 
Mike at 452-0095.

Need a drive?: I will be leaving on 
Fridays at 12:30 for Riverview (Moncton 
and Hillsborough area) and 1 will be 
returning on Sunday nights. If you are 

interested or need more info, please 

call Nancy at 451-9799.

7:0Mon-Wed: 9-6 
Thu-Fri: 9-9 

Sat: 9-6 
Sun: 12-5

Kingfisher Books\ foil
Where inquiring minds meet

For sale: Man’s 12-speed CCM moun
tain bike. One year old. Hardly used. 
Asking $150.00. Call 454-8840.

“IsWe specialize in nonfiction, 
computer books, literary fiction, 
quality children s books, and new 
media.

der

sioi
Oct

V ✓ NAD Power envelope amplifier, NAD 

CD player, Stereo cabinet and speaker 

stands. Serwin vega! SE280 speakers. 
Call 472-9353 or 446-9695. Price 

^jj $1400.00.

Single futon bed, like new, $200.00; 

weight bench w/weights and bars, 
$75 00; koolah long oil skin coat XL 

(colour brown) $100.00: phone 459- 

3409.

Going to Montreal (or Quebec city) 
October 27,28, or 29th? I’ll chip in for 
gas if you can stuff me and my 

Halloween gags into your vehicle. I’m 

not big. Neither are the gags. Call Scott 
at 455-6377.

CD-ROM games: Cyberia $40; Flight 
Unlimited $50; Dark Forces $45; 
Megarace $15; Bioforge $40; Rise of 
the Triad (Dark War) $35; Others: 
Samurai Pervert (Japanese, Adult) $60; 

20th Century Video Almanac $ 10. Call 
457-0838.

358 Queen St.
Fredericton if we don t have what you need, 

(506) 458-5531 you can count on our prompt and 
efficient special order service.

UN
OctJ FAX 458-5574 

kingfish@nbnet.nl7.ca eus
Vot

Room for Rent
Quiet room for rent in Skyline Acres 

just 20 minutes walk from the SUB. 
Perfect for students who are here to 

study. Call 454-1945 and ask for 
Elizabeth Savoie.

Up<
I need a ride to and from Halifax for 

the October 27th weekend, can you 

help me? Call Catherine at 455-3681 
or e-mail at J06U @ unb.ca.

486 computer for sale call Lisa at 457- 
3869 for details or send e-mail to e4jl 

@unb.ca.

jua
1984 Pontiac Phoenix. Dark red, 2 

door, v-6, automatic. Runs good. 
Asking $800.00 o.b.o. Call Danielle at 
454-6283

the

O.t
Single bed for sale. Includes mattress 

and 3 huge slide out drawers. $70.00 
O.B.O. Call 455-2650.

12
Wanted: drive to/from Halifax on 

weekend of Oct.27-29. Will pay gas 
expenses for return trip. Call Kelly at 
455-7178, leave a message, if necessary.

16

Street ‘S<vi6esi SfofiCompaq 286 SLT Laptop Computer 
with math co-processor. Includes 

carrying case, battery pack, various 
software titles, mouse and new 

Panasonic KX-1150 Multi-function 
printer. Asking $500.00 O.B.O. Call 
454-9563.

Û at <
oui433 Charlotte Street 

Haircut
Vtbmen’s navy blue suit, size 14. Indudes 
skirt, blazer, white blouse, and shoes (Size 

9). 100% virgin wool, worn twice. Great 
for interviews, presentations, etc. 
$150.00 1 USRobotics Sportster 14,400 
BPS fax/modem and fax software. Auto 

detect. Recommended as one of the best 
on the market. $120.00. Contact Anne 
@ 454-1301.

StcV
see. I

ROOMS

$5.75 Th
For rent: 2-3 bedroom house, fridge 
and stove. Electric heat. Unheated and 

unlighted. Close to University. 453- 
1127 after 6 pm.

wit
Monday to Saturday 
10:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.

458-2907

so
486 DX/250, 4 MB Ram, 260 HD, 14.4 

KBPS, PCMCIA Modem, 10.3" colour 
screen, carrying case and software. 
Phone 454-7167

Thi
fee
45-

Apartment for rent: 2 or 3 bedrooms 

furnished; wall to wall carpeting; tiled, 
3 section bathroom; fireplace, picture 

window; lots of closet and storage 

space; utilities and cable included. 

Rent reasonable. Call 457-0178.

1993 KHS Montana Pro F2 Mountain 
bike (19") XTR\XT\TIOGA components. 

Rock shox equipped. Clipless pedals. 
$1350.00. Call 452-2980.

Front Row and other floor tickets for 

sale for the Sold Out Tim McGraw con

cert in Saint John on November 10, 
1995. Prices vary. Call Jeff at 454-9547 
after 3 p.m.

ThMiami Tanning2 tickets to Green Day on November. 1 

at the Aitken Center. Call Seamus at 
451-9486. Can’t make it.

Thi\

ers

Looking Pale?
m 10 Tans $35 COLLINS

PHARMACY
i Prescription 

Depot

Bondwell 486 DX2/66 notebook, 4 MB 

Ram, 250 hard drive built-in sound card 

& mouse, leather carrying case. 
$1400.00 o.b.o. Call 455-8594.

>'
Free rent: spacious one bedroom 
apartment for rent for January (with 

possibility of renting sooner is so 

desired). The first month's rent is FREE 

as an added bonus. The apartment is 

on the second floor of a security 

building with laundry facilities. It is 
located near Fredericton Mall and must 
be seen to be appreciated. Serious 

inquiries only. For more information 
phone Nancy at 451-9799.

Minelli Mountain Bike: 20" cromoly frame, 
alloy rims and tubs, quick release front tire, 

cantilever breaks, dual SIS gears, 21/2 weeks 
old. Includes u-kxk and helmet. Asking 

$350.00. Call 450-9236.

Foi

to
sp<Bikini Clearance 30-60%

Tel: 458-9771 - 97 York St. 
(upstairs)

Offer expires Oct 31st

25Black RayBan Club master sunglasses 

w/case: retail $190.00, selling for $60; 
black RayBan Olympian II sunglasses 
w/case: retail $190.00, selling for 

$60.00; Sungear black square frame w/ 
glass lens & hard case: retail $ 115-00, 
selling for $50.00. All are excellent 
condition, like new. Call 455-8594, ask 
for Alison.

Oc

wc
tieNow open at the Help 

Centre in the SUBTyping Services
Laser Printer 

Laura Anderson 
472-3286 or 472-6309

mt

HaComputer and Printer.- 386 DX, 4MB 
RAM, mouse/mouse pad, 24 pin colour 

capable printer. $1,100 negotiable. 
Call Tracy @459-2616.

Th
et)Beautiful two-bedroom apartment (2 

years old), very quiet area on the North 
side (91 Bailey Ave.) available 1st of 

December. Rent $550/mth, utilities not 
included. Please contact 462-9013 for 

more information.

of

TuMoving Sale! Must sell the following: 
couch and matching chair, tables, 
lamps, futon, bed, bureau and 

miscellaneous household items. Please 
call Tun @ 455-7247.

DcWANTED
St;

@Wanted: a Macintosh with 4 Megs and 

works. Willing to pay a fair price. Hell, 
for 8 Megs, I’ll pay an even fairer price. 
Call 453-4983.

NcApartment for rent: Smythe Street, 
within walking distance to campus. 4 

bedroom apartment, $750 per month, 
plus heat and lights. 2 bedroom 

apartment, $350.00 per month, plus 

heat and lights. 3 bedroom apartment, 

newly renovated. Available 

immediately. For an appointment to 

view, please call 454-0262

re:Pick-up truck storage box for sale, 
lockable all-weather PVC plastic, 5 feet 

wide, fits most small trucks, new 

condition, $150.00 O.B.O. Please call 
Tim @ 455-7247.

Coffee, candles, incense, 
Canadian Magazines and 

other wonderful stuff

l
ca
AtSERVICES■+5"-9305 ÔO Rfotni St.

^ 4506195
@i iHours: Same as

________________________ Molly's

Downfown on Queen, <xron from Officer'» Square
Math tutor: Do you need help with 
math? Call 462-9194 and ask for Dawn 

(after 5 pm)

Î L(

H;

I« T-Shirts* 
Posters • 

New & used cd's •

F(Housekeeping services offered: part- 

time, pay negotiable. Call 462-9801, 
ask for Bobbie.Wki Gi

PERSONALS Wi

m
If you don’t know where you are going 

any road will take you there. Get on 

track with AIESEC. General meeting 

Monday, October 23, SUB Rm 103 at 
12 noon. All are welcome.

L(

Gourmet Coffees, Ice Cream, Home-made Sandwiches 
A quiet place to come and study 

HOUllS
7:30 - 6:00pm Mon-Wed 

Thurs, Fri, Sat 7:30-10:00pm 
Sun 1:00 - 8:00pm 

457-9305
Downtown on Queen, across from Officer's Square

ca

?<hk Ike cl

PI
Personal Touch Massage Treatment 

Welcomes you to try a 
Free Mini-Massage

it

fl or we let Sharkey loose in your 
' goldfish bowl. Your choice.

Meetings: Fridays, 12.30pm 
Rmss, SUB

1
9

at4\Co Healths tyles - 334 Queen St. 
Open House on Oct. 14,1995 

10am to 6pm
For funner information call 452-2900

I
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The Third World Studies Student Association will be host
ing a talk on the Women’s conference in Beijing by Joan 
McFarland. It will be held on Tuesday, October 24 at 1:30 
p.m. in Tilley Hall Rm. 307.

UNB Centre for Musical Arts presents its second con
cert of the 1995-1996 season on Friday, October 27,1995 
at 7:30 PM. Featured are the Fundy Chamber Players (Sally 
Wright, flute; James Mark, clarinet; and Penelope Mark, 
piano) and David Carle, tenor.
A new work by Michael Miller entitled Wish will be per
formed. It is a set of seven songs with lyrics by New Bruns
wick environmentalist Keith Helmuth. Other featured

Rev. Monte Peters 444-6029 Rev. Neville Cheeseman 453-5089 or 454-6507 
Dr. John Valk 459-5962 or 453-5089 Alumni Memorial Building Room 3

where on 
rturn on 
>05 ASAP.

A Dinner and a Movie
Every Friday, beginning at 5:00 PM, a Spaghetti Supper and a Movie Review is 
hosted by Campus Ministry in the Senior Common Room, McConnell Hall. 
All are Welcome. Do join us for fellowship and some good, thought-provok
ing discussions. Meet some new people.

The Classics Society now known as “The Fifth Declension" 
will be showing “Spartacus” on Tuesday, October 24,1995 at 
7:00 p.m., in room C-106. (Carleton Hall) Refreshments to 
follow. Every one welcome.

aving on 
Moncton 
I will be 
If you are 
o. please

composers are Poulenc, Barber, Villa Lobos and Schmitt. 
Admission is $5.00 for adults and $3.00 for seniors and 
students. The performance will take place in the Memo
rial Hall auditorium. For more information please call 453-

“Is Belief in God Rational?” The Hemlock Club (UNB’s Un
dergraduate Philosophy society) is sponsoring a panel discus
sion on the existence or non-existence of God, Thursday, 26 4097.
October, 7:30 p.m. Tilley Hall Rm. 5. All welcome.

Writings from Judeo-Christian Antiquity
Campus Ministry is hosting a study every Wednesday to examine writings from 
Judeo-Christian Antiquity: 12:30 PM, Senior Common Room, McConnell Hall. 
This term we will examine the Hebrew book of Ecclesiastes. For more infor
mation call John Valk (459-5962 - mornings).

bee city) 
hip in for 
and my 
licle. I’m 
Call Scott

Theatre UNB and Rogue Productions present the first 
play of the 1995-1996 theatre season, with Wolfboy. Writ
ten by Brad Fraser, this play poses the question of hu 
versus animalistic expressions of love, dominanc , 
and freedom; as seen through the eyes of a young man s 
tortured perceptions.
Please be advised that the play deals with mature sub
ject matter, and contains scenes of brief nudity. Viewer 
discretion is advised. Wolfboy begins November 2, and 
continues until November 4th, at 8:00 p.m. in Memo
rial Hall.

UNB/STU Socialist Students Club is meeting on Tuesday, 
October 24 in room 013 of MacLaggan Hall. This weeks dis
cussion is “Quebec Referendum: Defend Quebec’s Right to 
Vote Yes”. All are welcome to this public meeting.

Inter-Vhrsity Christian Fellowship
For an evening of discussion, song, praise, fellowship and fun, join us every 
Thursday evening at 7:30 PM. Meetings are held in the Alumni Memorial 
Lounge. All are welcome. Bring a ftiend.Coming up Oct 19: Bible exposition.

Upcoming Event: Hemp N.B., a student-based hemp and mari
juana activist group, meets Thursday, October 26 at 7 PM in 
the SUB Rm. 203. All hemp-friendly people welcome.

alifax for 
can you 

455-3681

Worship Services
Catholic Masses. St. Thomas Chapel: Mon -11:30 AM; Sunday Masses 11:00 
AM & 4:00 PM
Anglican Eucharist:Sunday 11:00 AM, Wed. and Thurs. 12:30 PM.Old Arts 
Chapel, UNB

O.C.SA. Halloween Party: October 27,1995 form 8 pm to 
12 am at the Wu Conference. The fee is $4 for a member and 
$6 for a non-member. *If dressed up for the party $1 refund 
at door. Snack and drinks provided, and prizes will be given 
our. Tickets are available at: SUB Help Center; Friendship 
Store; or contact any committee members. For more detail, 
see later posters.

ilifax on
I pay gas
II Kelly at 
iccessary.

A free introductory presentation on ECKANKAR, Religion 
of the Light and Sound of God, will take place Monday 
October 30, 1995 at 7:30 p.m. at the MacLaggan Hall 
(Nursing Building) - Room 125 on the U.N.B. Campus, in 
Fredericton.
If you want to know about reincarnation, karma, out- 
of-body experiences, or Soul Travel. If you feel there 
is more to life than what you see on the surface. If you 
have dreams more real than your waking life. Or if you 
ever have a profound feeling of love that fills your 
world with a joy beyond words - then this talk on 
ECKANKAR will be of interest to you. You can learn to 
find spiritual freedom through the Light and Sound of 
God. This presentation is sponsored by local students 
of ECKANKAR Canada (Fredericton). For more infor
mation, call 458-5307.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Dr. Robert M. Allaby, B. F. PSc., D.C., 
Chiropractor wishes to announce the addition 
of Donna M. Landry, B. RE., M.Sc, C.M.T., 

Certified Massage Therapist to our 
Regent St. practise.

For appointments, call 454-2225
(bilingual service available)

The Multicultural Associaton of Fredericton in conjuction 
with Canada World Youth presents BEGINNERS’S FRENCH LES
SONS. It starts October 17 - November 23 every Riesday and 
Thursday night 7:00 - 8:30 pm at 123 York Street (MCAF). The 
fee is $20. For registration contact rehab assaad at MCAF at 
454-8292.

se, fridge 
rated and 
ity. 453-

icdrooms 
ing; tiled, 
i, picture 
I storage 
ncluded.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance meets this Friday at 7 pm. 
The topic for this meeting is Sex Without Aids Today. Speak
ers will be present. CA11457-2156 for location.

.78.

ledroom 
ary (with 
ter is so 
it is FREE 
riment is 
security 

ies. It is 
and must 

Serious 
ormation

UNB Toastmasters invites you to par- Under the stars, under the night... 
ticipate in our lively, speaker develop- Here's to whatever. N. 
ment oriented activities. Meeting:
TUesday for 7-8 pm, Room 301 of Head 
Hall. For more information, contact 
Lesley at 457-3051 (G0QD@unb.ca) or 
Bill at C26S@unb.ca) Everyone wel

come.

For anyone who lives in Tibbits or used To Dopey and Henner, 
to live in Tibbits, you are invited to a The music will be on Friday night, 
special Brunch to celebrate TIBBITS would you come dance 
25th birthday. . . at 10 am, Saturday, with us?Theblablabla
October 21. The special menu is well boys 
worth the $10.25 (a punch and an op
tion if you have a meal plan. RVSP im
mediately to Carol 453-3539.
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CRUISE JOBS
k Students Needed!

Earn up to $2,000+ per month 
working for Cruise Ships or 
Land-Tour Companies. World 
Travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the 
Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and 
Full-Time employment available. 
No experience necessary. For 
more information call:

(S
? „ f

\ \ Outer Space Girl
I'm sending out a message to you. Are 
you receiving me?
Beloved Astronaut

Have an interest in Science Fiction? 
The Fredericton Science Fiction Soci
ety discusses and views science fiction 
of various genres. Weekly gatherings: 
TUesday night @ 10pm, Dunkin' 
Donuts (Smythe St ). Contact Lynn 
Stapleton @ 454-9012 or e-mail d7ux 
@ unb.ca.

4 A cf4tment (2 
the North 
>le 1st of 
ilities not 
1-9013 for

(206) 634-0468
ext.C40031

4 ti •
Found: green binder with Neville writ
ten on the outside. The name inside 
was Jonathen Peters. It was found on 
the bank machine by the cafeteria and 
have been looking for the person, but 
so far no luck. If you are out there and 
want your notes back - call me at 450- 
6184. Ask for Heidi.

k * a
£><? tKillmm

stows»

Michèle'sNow on-line C.RA.P.P.Ü AKA: current 
research and progress/problems. You 
can find it @ UNB.Research.General. 
Any queries?? E8Rx@ unb.ca orKIDQ 
@ unb.ca.

e Street, 
ampus. 4 
:r month, 
>edroom 
nth, plus 
jartment, 
Available 
itment to

WORD
PROCESSING

Services
4

Ang □j. I'm glad your in town early. Let's do 
Y the Fredericton tour thing.LOST: 1 computer disk in or near Tilley 

Hall. Contact Jamie @ 455-9984.

FOUND: 1995-19960^ ^

Graduate Student Id. (Gordon 
Weary) Contact 454-3398 and leave a 
message.

Résumés, reports, 
essays, typesetting, etcMarkp PAo-o-

Tel. 472-9074Maggots,
Have ya missed me? Hang in there, I’ll 
be back Sunday so I won’t be able to 
win the Ping Pong Tourny. Until then, 
keep your stick up and yer chin on the

Funky Fall 'toon by the incomparable Nina Botten

To the guy I met on the SMT bus. We Wnted: OVERDUE LIBRARY BOOKS signed
shared a seat from Truro, N.S. to out for a stranger in distress. Sex Roles, vol.

LOST: Green Kettle Creek cloth pencil Moncton. I was from Newfoundland, 30 and Women's Studies International fo- jce
case. Left it in Rm K3 during an 8:30 you were a graduate student form rum, voL 17 must be returned to HEL before ,
class Monday. If you’ve found it Prague, I think. 1 was wondering if you growing FINE empties my wallet. Please
PLEASE call Nicole at 459-5831 or leave would like to get together and share help, whoever you are.
it at the Psyc. office.

UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP 
749 Charlotte St.

A religious commuty which 
affirms the inherent worth 

and dignity of every person.

are going 
. Get on 

1 meeting 
tit 103 at

To my rock man.
Happy 4 years on the 20th. 
Love Me.

our experiences of life in Fredericton. 
If interested, e-mail GNJGC @ 
STThomasu.ca.

atment
Sunday October 22,11 am

A Morning of Poetry 
Reading with David Furlong 

and Friends

ATTENTION EDUCATION STUDENTS: 
Books: How Children Fail. How Chil
dren Learn and The End of Education 

SMART-PACC is looking for members - FREE in exchange for book reviews, 
see Troy Woodside in Rm 117. ASAP • For further information, call Mary at

453-4983 or e-mail ql3h@unb.ca.

IESEARCH INFORMATION
Largest Library ot information in U S. - 

all subjects
Oroet Catalog Today with Visa MC o' cOC

Shaun. 2 in the morning, thinking of 
you. Sorry.
Cynthia

St.
995 800-351-0222Ill'll (illy or 1310) 477-8226

Thanks from the team!12-2900 Or rush S2 00 to Research Information
tl322ldaho Ave *206 A Los Angeles CA9002L
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y* \4 • jg£- Peter Allison's

Phone
457-9887

403

êPtoÉÉ: Regent St.At \

]Ptea
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Every Friday!
Cheeseburger, 

Fries &
Beverage (12 02.)

Main Place 
75 Ferry Ave.
(next to cinemas)

Phone 457-2111

Regent Station 
403 Regent St.

(next to fomter railway tracks)
Phone 457-9887

V

Ni

Our fully licensed Lounge features:
> SNOOKER TABLES
> POOL TABLES A
> 9-BALL
> BARTS
> 8 TVs

(for Sporting Events)

FULL MENU IN BAR!

Neonly
prc

. VP(M :< Ad

SPBQDzang
e

bu<

Buy one Medium at Regular Price 
Get the 2nd Medium for only

Re 1l Open 
7 Days a week/

Mo - Fri 7:00 am - 8:00 pm / Sat & Sun 8:30 am - 8:00 pm
.

from 10-6!

Play

IWL Et

*5.00for only

EdiV

^ GOT THE $r&}v

nspfiiHii
i pound of ww 1 ) IWVI ■ U PH I PI All-You-Can-Eat

, Pound
of

Re<

v

452-0000 Spi

ElSPAGHETTI
FREE DELIVERYEvery ylNl 

Tuesday wff
Ju
PnNile!

M

G
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Pi
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First PrizeV y
Ul

A,!

<

Mr. and Miss CHSC ContestÙM

E
L

NAliO If fi

B
miami

S

SATURDAY OCT 28th
Contestants still needed for some 

Tuesday and Thursday nights 

call 453-3580 or 453-3536 
Ask for Janice or Dean

«• a

J

f

Have a x 
.rightfully f^)CIAL 

good time CLUB

V i

Don 1 M|ss
Band

Wd'dMSfEy T)ct 25th

l

SSSPfor best costume .
i
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